
NELSON WALKER ASSOCIATES, INC. Management Consultants
122 EAST 42ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 (212) 986-1760

December 31, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipmemt Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Investment bankers, underwriters, attorneys and senior

successful "take over" executive to fill a position ina
company in which they have an interest.

officers of corporations have consulted us for many years
when they are confronted with the necessity of finding a

Xerox, Westinghouse, ITT, Sybron and many other corpora-tions have found our executive search services to be pro-ductive of the highest quality of successful executives
_-_ and surprisingly inexpensive.
Won't you suggest a day and time when we can meet in youroffice, or mine, so that I may show you how we secure top
performing, profit oriented executives for many leading
growth corporations of our country.

Very truly yours,

WalkerHarr
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J AY ENCE RADIATION LABO TORY December 27, 1968
J/- @P.O BOX 808

4
LIVERMORE, ALIFORNIA

RECEIVEDDigital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 veloG 1968

Subject: Lawrence Radiation Laboratory KENNETH H. OLSEN
Inquiry No, JPH - 68354 covering an
Automated Badge Reading System

Gentlemen:

The University of California is conducting certain research and
development work at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (Livermore
Site), under Prime Contract W-7405 Eng. 48 with the Atomic Energy
Commission, In furtherance of this work the Laboratory is now
considering the purchase of an Automated Badge Reading System as
generally deseribed in the attached University Specification
LES-21393.

'should your firm be interested in possibly supplying the above
system, pleamlet: us have your reply by January 31, 1969, eon-
taining the following information.

Technical

1. Provide a complete discussion and description of the type of
Central Processing Unit and peripheral equipment proposed,
(See Page 10 of attacned Specification LaS-21393 for descrip-
tive block diagram of an overall systen. )

2. Also provide a description of the type of soft-wave offered.

Administrative

1. Please indicate an estimated price covering your proposed
system.

2. State realistic delivery from receipt of order.

3, (Indicate your company's background in work of this type Listing
similar systems built for other firms.

4, Indicate your project engineer who would be responsible for
this work,



Inquiry No, JPH « 68354
Page 2

Please understand that this Inquiry 46 not a formal Request for
. Quotation. Your response to this letter, however, will be used
by the University to formulate its future requirements concerningthis Automated Badge Reading System.

Your reply should be addressed as follows:

University of Calivornia
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

. P, 0. Box 803
Livermore, California 94550

Attention: Mr. J. P. Harris, L-127
Procurerent Department

Questions of an administrative nature should be directed to Mr.J. P. Uarris, Area Code 415, phone 447-1100, extension 7864.
Technical questions should ve directed to Mr. K, K, Kinny,
extension 8057.

very arply yours,

. darris
procurcnent 'Specialist Group

skd

Enclosures: Cain System
Specification LES 21393

:
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO 45409

Vice PRESIDENT

December 21, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Thank you for the very interesting and informative
time that Mr. Carroll and I spent with you and your associates.

I have briefly discussed our visit with several people
here at NCR including Mr. R. S. Laing, President, and Mr.
Cc. L Keenoy with whom you have spoken in the past

We are all in agreement in that we believe a next
step would be for you and any group you would like to bring
with you to visit with us here in Dayton. At the conclusion
of such a visit, we would both be in a position to see what
assistance could be given to complete this proposed retail
project.

Sincerely,

indus
O. B. Gardner
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244 EAST OGDEN AVENUB / HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521 USA / AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY

OCTAVE J. DU TEMPLE
December 20, 1968EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

TELEPHONE 312 325-1991

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

A few weeks ago Dr. Karl Cohen, President of the American Nuclear Society,
asked your organization to consider Organization Membership in the Societyin order to help it work more effectively in the areas of public information,
education and nuclear standards.

The Society has been working in all these areas. ANS has one man on the
staff who spends most of his time working with our 28 Local Sections in
order to help each of them to inform the public accurately about nuclear

@ matters.

Another staff man and I work with our 42 Student Branches in the Nuclear
Engineering Departments of U.S. universities to encourage students to train
for, and work in, the nuclear field. In the area of nuclear standards the
Society has over 40 active committees all trying to help the industry for-
mulate practical standards.

You and I know that much of what needs to be done to make the nuclear
industry successful can best be done by the American Nuclear Society with
the help and cooperation of its 8000 individual members and the resources
of organizations like yours.

Please review the enclosed information and help in this program by joining
the American Nuclear Society as an Organization Member. An application form
is enclosed for your convenience.4

If you have any questions, please call.

Sincerely,

bu
Octave J. Du Temple

OJDT: aeg
Encl: Appl. form

Add. Information



Canny Bower; Howard; Leck C
Chrysler Buildings 4OS NowWorkNY10017

CableAddres$ (248) I86-V050

December 19, 1968

Dear Ken:

It was good of you to step out of the meeting on Tuesday to
give me some of the details in connection with the recent
death of Harry Mann.

I have written a letter to Edwina and trust that she is holding
up at this most trying time.

I was pleased to learn from you that Harry had developed a fine
staff who will be able to carry on a great many of the programs
and procedures that he was able to get under way during his tenure
at Digital.

I was also pleased to have your enthusiastic expression concerning
the job that Pete Kaufmann is doing in the manufacturing area.

With best wishes for the Holiday Season.

Sincerely,

Gordon G. Bowen

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

83 PadéMall,London, AWiCBP U



E.A.BUTLER ASSOCIATES, INC.
Management Consultants

Ex&cuTIVE RECRUITING

NEW YORK - LOS ANGELES - PHILADELPHIARIVERSIDE PLAZA BLOG.
CHICAGO - CLEVELAND2 NORTH RIVERSIDE PLAZA, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS GOGOG

LONDON - PARIS312-641-0650

December 19,1968
PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

Mr, Kenneth H. Olsen-President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard , Mass. 01754

Dear Mr, Olsen:

We are engaged by a large nationally known business equipment
manufacturer to locate a Vice-President who will assume the
Presidency of this firm in two to four years. The individual
we are seeking should be strong in Marketing and have had some
experience during his career with business equipment or allied
fields,
We are writing to you hoping that you may know of someone who
might be qualified to fill this position,
The headquarters are in the Midwest. The salary will be in
the upper medium five figures.
All information or any recommendation you may offer will be
held in strictest confidence,

Sincerely

uglas B, Beath
Vice-President

DBB: kms

MEMBER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EXECUTIVE RECRUITERS, INC.
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NEW ENGLAND MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

ARTHUR F. F. SNYDER
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

December 18, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Ken:

As a direct charge against you for introducing
you to one of your customers, I send you a copy of
System Technology Associates' investment proposal
which came to us. I would be very grateful if, without
spending more than five minutes on it, you could tell
me whether it made any sense at all. We have turned
down the proposal because we were not at all certain
whether it could be marketed to the towns, but I would
love to be proven wrong.

Thanks very much. I know this is an imposition
and the next time you will decline to meet your
customers.

Best wishes for a Merry Christmas.
Sincerely,

Arthur F. F. Snyder
AFFS/jeh

28 STATE STREET BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02106
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SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES, INC.

a #
14 Concord Lane

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

:

Investment Proposal Cost

400 shares of common stock re- $20,000
presenting 20% of outstanding
voting securities
A Put Option entitling NEECC to sell
400 shares of common stock to the com-
pany at the original purchase priceafter 5 years from the date of the
note and expiring after 10 years from
the date of the note.
The company projects an additional cash
yequirement of $80,000 to accomplish its
objectives. The company would borrow the
additional funds from NEECC in accordance
with the schedule outlined in Exhibit A.

Business
System Technology Associates, Inc., Massachusetts company

incorporated in July, 1967, is computer software house developing
proprietary computer simulation systems for military, municipal, and
corporate organizations.
tracts from prime military contractors such as Sanders Associates and
Raytheon Company. During the past year the company has submitted nine
sole source study contracts to Navy and Air Force agencies, and in-
formal notification has been received to proceed on studies totaling
$97,000 in fiscal 1969. The technology of computer simulation systems
which the company developed for military projects will be applied to
the development of a municipal government simulation system, Management

MAPTACS, a computer simulation system, will aid town admini-
strators in predicting municipal growth patterns. This simulator, des-
cribed in Exhibit B, will provide the nucleus for a planning and data

Since incorporation, the company has obtained consulting con-

and Planning for Towns and Cities Simulator (MAPTACS).

collection service which will be installed in the town of Concord and :

Andover, Massachusetts, 1n fiscal 1969 as pilot projects. MAPTACS is
be a management planning tool and does not perform datadesigned to

processing accounting functions suc as payroll and tax billings.
The company has been using the town records of Concord, Massa

chusetts, to develop mechanical model. Paul J. Flynn, Town Manager,
with +has been working closely with the-company, and it is his opinion that

town administrators could operate more efficiently and economically
:

a simulator of Andover, Mr. Bowen,
was very impressed with the simulator and the concepts comprising the .
system. . Bowen stated that MAPTACS provided planning flexibility
which is not available to town administrators now, and, in his opinion, :
there is tremendous market for the system. 7

:* q 3
:

+
e a

6
:

1a :
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4 :
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felt that towns had a definite need for a system such as MAPTACS, butMr. Lyman Zeigler of the Massachusetts Taxpayers Federation

he was skeptical concerning the probability of success. Mr. Zeigler
5 believed that such a project should be launched by a government agency

phase, five-year program for full MAPTACS development. In the.first'
year the company expects to test the simulator on two pilot towns. In
the second year MAPTACS will offer a batch processing mode. In the
final phase beginning in the fourth year a conversational mode will

:

or a public foundation.
ot Exhibit graphically describes the development of three

give municipal personnel the opportunity to converse with their program
and the data bank.

Exhibit D provides the cost and revenue estimates from the
development of the MAPTACS program. A projected Profit and Loss State-
ment based on Exhibit C follows:
Year Ending Revenues Expenses Earnings Cumulative

(000) . (000) (000) Earnings

9/1/70 .110 86 24 (66)9/1/69 10 100 (90) (90)

9/1/71 225 € 93 132 66
9/1/72 365 137 228 294
9/1/73 560 385 679175

1" 9/1/74 820 . 223 597 1276

4
Recent. Operating Record

a PYE Year Ended Net Sales Direct Labor Indirect Labor Net Income

6/30/68 18.5 123 4.6 1.5

9/30/68 27.4- 17.5 7.8 21

12/731
1967 (6 mos. 19.2 12.6 3.6 2 3 before(000) (000) 000)

_

(000)
taxesperations) :

:

'Financial Position (000) 9/30/68FYE 12/31/67
1.9 2.9Cash

Receivables 9.2 5.9
Prepaid Expenses 4 el1

Current Assets 11.2 8.9:

Current Liabilities 7.8 6.8 ;

Net Working Capital c 3.4 2.1
:

3.3EquipmentTotal Assets 11.2 12.2

3.4 5.4Common Stock and Surplus

Common Shares, Authorized A 150,000Common Shares Outstanding 1,600 1,600:

150,000

2 P &

r
4:+z :

fe+

te 7
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Comments

) :to four town managers.
The company has presented an outline of the MAPTACS program :

Administrators agree that conceptually the
system is well designed; however, the company has not done any pro-
gramming due to the lack of capital. The NEECC investment would he
used to finance the initial programming requirements.

MAPTAC's marketability is unknown. Concord and Andover are
to be pilot towns and have included the system's costs in the town
budgets for fiscal 1969. Future sales will be contingent upon the
successful development of the pilot programs.If the pilot programs are successful, towns could apply for
Federal Funds under a program sponsored by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. There are many government agencies actively
'pursuing the problems of cities and towns, and town costs may be sub-
sidized by State and Federal agencies.

The company estimates that a cash deficit of $100,000 will
be incurred to develop MAPTACS. Exhibit A projects the cash require-
ments and NEECC would be requested to advance funds on a 5 year pro-
missory note basis as the company completes each program stage. By
December 31, 1969, the company's marketing success will be known,
and NEECC total exposure will be $64,000.

Management
- Arthur W. Dickson, President and Treasurer. Mr. Dickson re--

Electronics Laboratory, Feedback Controls, Inc., and Detroit Controls.
Prior to organizing System Technology Associates, Inc., Mr. Dickson was
the manager of the Advanced Weapons Systems for Raytheon Company.Jean Claude de Verrier, Vice President. Mr. de Verrier

an operations analyst for the Missile Systems Division of Raytheon
Company.

2 employed in various engineering capacities by MIT, E. I. DuPont, General
ceived a B.S.E.E. summa cum laude from Tufts University. He has been

:

graduated from M. I. T. and the Alfred P. Sloan School of Management.Prior to joining System Technology Associates, Inc., Mr. de Verrier was

Ownership and Marketability
The common stock is closely held. :

Shares
Arthur W. Dickson 1300
Jean de Verrier 300
NEECC 400
Total outstanding shares 2000 J

:
:

: :

The NEECC comon stock would be investment letter stock.'
t

bo. :

2 i

:

t

Richard W. Swett

ub
a

4
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PROGRAM STAGE
>

l. Programming
completed;.

2. Concord Data
Assimilated

3. Runs Completed for
Concord; Andover
Data Assimilated

d

4. Runs Completed for
Andover; 5 towns :

* committed for 1970

5. Finance Committee
Approval for 5

. towns

6. Data Assimilated : :

. for 5 towns :
4

4

{.
4

3. Runs Completed for".
5 towns; 7 towns :

_

committed for 1971

CASH FLOW SCHEDULE
4

: 4a :

DATE

3/31/69

6/30/69

9/30/69

12/31/69

3/30/70 :

6/30/70 -

q : :

t :

7. 9/30/70

12/31/70 *

5

EXPENDITURES

$18,800

$19,000

$19,000

$19,000

F

$19,000

$29,200

$29, 200

$29,200

CUMULATIVE
RECEIPTS EXPENDITURES

_ -_ $18, 800

$37, 800

_-_ $56,800

(Concord)
$11,800

$64,000

3 (Andover)
$15, 800 $67, 200

$96, 400

(5 towns)
41.5

$84,100

(5 towns)
$71,500 :

41,800

+ 1

::
:

:

:

:

:

:
: :

1: : :
::

: :
:{ : :

4
:

7 EXHIBIT A1
f

4 : :
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1
*

7
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= SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

primary driving functions representing town growth factors.

ASSOCIATES INC
14 CONCORD LANE

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02138

MAPTACS
Management And Planning for Towns and Cities Simulator

MAPTACS is a computer simulation of a municipality designed to aid

town administrators in projecting:
Future requirements for building, personnel and public
services
Capital outlay schedule
Debt policy
Tax rate
Real estate and personal property valuations
Influence of legislation, regulation and policy on growth and

future expenses.

Although the program has a generalized format, its inputs and outputs can
Using MAPTACS,

managers can forecast new municipal growth patterns, anticipate signifi-
be chosen to fit the particular needs of a city or town.

cant capital expansion requirements, and locate sources of additional
revenues. Finance committees can investigate the total fiscal implica-
tions of town, state or federal management decisions. Planning boards

can anticipate the results of new plans and policies.

MAPTACS is a unique computer simulator because it stores and updates !
town descriptive information, management policies and processes and

fiscal data. This information is internally analyzed and correlated to a
2

Projections
of future revenues and expenditures are then calculated from the growth :

patterns of the municipality. Management policies as well as national

trends and indices may be altered to test their influence on a variety of

important factors including:
Tax rate versus years
Public school attendance, facility requirements, and

:

instructional expenditures
Personnel and equipment requirements for public safety

$

5

>
Capital improvement expenditures for public works

5B Interest and maturing debt schedule +
7

rt ts Exhibit 8,Health'and recreational provisions
4, : :

A
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+ Characteristics

Valuation

*pos

wt woe

:

*'Personnel

Requirements
& Equip't

Capital
Expenditure

Model
anBuildings,

: :

MgmtPol cies

Capital
Outlay
Model

Debt
Model:

Services
Programs

Expense
Model

:

: a

:

We

Revenue
Model ~

own Growth Valuation

Model
Tax Rate
Schedule

Townharact. Tax: ::
Plant

x

Year

:

Model '

Schedule
Assessment

General Flow Diagram of MAPTACS

Policy

Figure 1

Y
Reserve
Fund7
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EXISTING TOWN PARAMETERS NORMAL D.P.W. FUNCTIONS

of 'Miles of Maintained Maintain Drains and Brooks
Brooks Maintain Bridges

of Tree-lines Streets (mi.) Maintain Parks
res of Recreation Areas Maintain Disposal Areas

CaP Power

ef. Accepted Streets (mi.)f Intersections

of Bridges
res of Maintained Lawns

res of Parks Maintain Sewers
Maintain Sidewalks and Curbs

s.- of Non-Consummable Maintain Reservoirs and Wells
Rubbish/Res Maintain Hydrants

les of Sewers (Trunk, Laterals Maintain Water Mains
les of Sewer Connections (mi
les of Sidewalks
les of Curb/Miles of Streets Power Lines

Conduits Equipment & Meters

Streets Stations, Structures,of Required/ Equipment & MetersResident Winter Street Maintenance
Purchase & Transmit Electric

Pumping S Distribute Electric Power

s of Water Mains Light Streets
Purchase Water
Collect Rubbish and Garbage

and Water

aw Industrial Firms

Capital
lange

~

t

REPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS *
8.

%oe]



* The Revenue Model calculates the expected receipts from state personal
income taxes and corporation taxes as well as commercial revenues from:

:

special assessments, and grants from state and federal sources.

The Capital Outlay Model establishes a distributed capital expenditure
schedule by year. It also differentiates between those expenditures
required for improvements of existing town services as distinct from those
attributed to town expansion.

The Debt Model defines the optimum manner to finance the required capital
outlay: Consideration is made of available reserve funds and total borrow-

ing capacity of the town based on its present outstanding debt. Interest
rate estimates are made to define a borrowing strategy minimizing the

total cost of future debts.

major departments:

Pupil distribution (history)

Area/ pupil/ zone (history)
" Teachers/ pupil/ school (hisiory)

:

Administrative cost/ Pupil :

. (history)
Maintenance/ school/ pupil :

(history)
Entrances (history)
Graduates (history),

:

cS

7

c

GENERALWee

«Equipment pupil/ school (history)

The Tax Model computes the tax rate for the town based on the total

charges and credits for the year and the valuation of real estate and

personal property. The tax rate schedule is updated and a per taxable
:

dollar cost of each town government department is prepared.
:

Typical inputs required to exercise the simulation are listed below by

PUBLIC WORKS & SANITATION
Water:

EDUCATION .

:

Maintenance cost vs. number of
connections and miles of mainsPupils/ zone : :

Source investment per gallon
Gallon per capita

: Source capacities
Wells, Reservoirs

::
: 7 Highways:

Traffic densities
(history) . Miles:

Transportation/ pupil/ school :

: Maintenance/mile
Paving, Snow, Sweeping, other

: : :
: : : :

:
: :

: :

Construction cost/mile
Equipment cost/mile

:
:

: : :

4

GOVERNMENT
Personne! (history)

:

oe +:
Facility cost (history) :
4 :

7 «

:

9
+
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HEALTH
Inspector costs (history)
Service costs

Nursing
Dental Health
Environmental Sanitation
Nutrition
Laboratory

VETERANS
Cost (history)
Personal Serviced (history)
Benefits (history)

PUBLIC SAFETY
Police:

No. crimes and type (history)
No. personnel (history)
Equipment cost/ man/ year
Training cost/ man/ year

Fire:
No. fires and type (history)
No. personnel (history)
Equipment cost/ man/ year
Training cost/man/year
Hydrants and alarms cost

(history)
Inspectors:

Cost histories

Public Works & Sanitation (cont'd. )

Sewers:
Maintenance cost versus number
of miles and connections
Investment/ plant
Capacity/ plant
Total flow (history)
Equipment (history)
Personnel (history)
No. plants (history)

Refuse Disposal:
Volume (history)
Personnel (history)
Equipment (history)

Garbage Disposal:
Volume (history)
Personnel (history)
RECREATION & LIBRARIES

Recreation:
Personnel (history)
Equipment cost (history)
Training cost (history)
Facility cost (history)
Maintenance cost (history)

Libraries:
No. books purchased (history)
Grants (history)
Personnel (history)
Maintenance (history)
Total books (history)
Loans (history)
Building area (history)

:

:

:

:

:

Building evaluation (history) :

a, ::
:

:

10 +

a :

:
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:PROGRAM PLAN

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

I. DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMING SIMULATOR
PILOT TOWN PARTICIPATION
SIMULATOR EVALUATION AND MOD,

0. BATCH PROCESSING
astaTOWN PARTICIPATION

INT. OF TOWN COMPARISON GUIDE
INT. OF TOWN FINANCIAL RATINGS

I. CONVERSATIONAL MODE
REPROGRAMMING LANGUAGE .

TOWN ADM. INSTRUCTION
CENTRAL COMPUTER INSTALLATION| -

TOWN PARTICIPATION

:

:
: :

7

444

:

eee >
3

:

2
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:

:
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:
:
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and Distribution of Program
5

ay

Expected Number of Town Accounts"

anye9 4/1/70 4/4/71 4/1/72 * 4/1/73 4/1/74

1 yr old 1* F lo'. wa...
2 yr old. 5 .7 10

4

3 or more 6 13
Total 1 6 13 23 37 56

* Pilot model demonstration at special of $10,000. per year.
** Based on Sale to 5 towns following. successful demonstration of

y 'program, and projecting a 140% growth factor per year

II. Cost of Development and Sale of MAPTACS
1) The salary structure of employees contributing to this -

venture is defined as

F
«

"(50%

4%,
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rot.
Stalf Months Cost

4 af EA + 1833.
3

750.

old yoy LABOR Problem Solving EA 1833.

TOTAL: 2.5 $10916. -

~ we Noe
LABOR Update data file P 1 1500.

or LABOR Problem solving EA 1833.
LEASE 7 Computer program 5000.

TOTAL: $8333.

.** These are costs estimated to customer on the basis of a 1007 over-
head rate. The addition of a 30% mark-up (15% for G & A; anda

.

13% profit margin) permits the services per to be quoted
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The total force requirement by tasks in man-months.
" } 3

4 $

4

s

Task a . Staff

; Initially, the sales analyst will be used to develop the program.
t
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MAPTACS FINANCIAL PL. \N
2 8

*

4

LES C&SH FLOW
= 2 CP MORD YEAK OLD @ 3 ICK

t year ovo @ ;

o

oz

aq 50K
q

ae 25K :

1D
{

t 2 3 4 5 6 YFAFS
1970 19711969

140% NEW ACCOUNT GROWTH =-175% SALES GROWTH; $100,000 REQUIRED TO DEVELOP MAFTACS

EXPECTED COSTS AND REVENUES NET "EARNINGS MARKET VALUE
PER SHARE PER SHARE

lu6 90 9Nu SHARES
PRICE-CARNING

:

890K

t REVENUE

a +GPUSSiQO. 420K
1

4 fay
299K

x Te t 6

YEARScyer A YEARS 4

3

: : :

IOO% GROWTH RATE 100% CAPITAL GAINSPROFITABLE VENTURE IN YEARS IN EARNINGS PER YEAR 7:

:
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025

December 18, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Stanford Research Institute has conducted a number of multiclient
sponsored research studies of various segments of the electronic
industries. We are now planning a comprehensive study, "World
Electronic Industries-~New Opportunities for Growth and Diversi-
fication in the 1970s," which is described in detail in the en-
closed Proposal No. IC~68~359.

The electronic industries will experience many changes over the
next decade in design, production, marketing, and finance. These
changes will include development and greater use of complex inte-
grated circuits (LSI), more complex equipment and systems, more
vertical integration and consolidation of production facilities,
more construction of foreign production facilities, increased mar-
keting on an international basis, more rapid response to customer
demands, and increased financial sophistication in managing assets.
The Institute has followed these and other trends in the electronic
industries closely for many years and has developed a significant
base of information for the conduct of the proposed research.

The multiclient research program described in the proposal permits
sponsors to take advantage of the results of a 15 man-year investi-
gation of world electronic industries at a reasonable cost. Since
no other study of this breadth and depth is known to exist, we be-
lieve that this project will be of sufficient value to justify your
company's participation.
We hope that you will approve our new proposal after you have had
an opportunity to review it and will decide to participate in the
study. Your early acceptance will help to ensure that the work is
started promptly. If you have any questions about the new program,
we will be pleased to answer them.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Very truly yours,

C
Merle O. Evers, Director
Electronics and Automation Economics

Enclosure



ADVANCEDCOMPUTERTECHNIQUES
El th §

CORPORATION 40 WASHINGTON STREET / WELLESLEY HILLS, MASS. 02181 / (617) 235-0617

aLn

ROBERT L. HENGEN

RECEIVED
UEC 3 9 i968

KEINNETH H. OLSEN

December 18, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Enclosed is a brochure which outlines the type of data processingactivities Advanced Computer Techniques is engaged in, and presents
areas which may be of advantage to Digital Equipment Corporation.
Also enclosed is a copy of a "soft sell" brochure which has received
some interesting comments.

you the possibilities of how we may provide services to your organi-
zation and to determine if you would have an interest in manufacturing
an automated display device which we intend to market.

At your convenience, I would like the opportunity to discuss with

Sincerely Yours»

Vice President
RLH/b1
Enclosures

R. L. Hengen

NEW YORK WASHINGTON PHOENIX BOSTON ATLANTA



LETHBRIDGE-OWENS & PHILLIPS, INC.
WILLIAM B. MEZICK 89 MAIDEN LANE

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT NEW YORK, N.Y. 10038

December 17, 1968

Dear Ken;
You can well imagine the feeling of horror that
gripped me when I was confronted with the news
of Harry's death upon my return from Europe.
was absolutely stunned.
One of the last things that happened the day I

away believing that while he was dreadfully un-
comfortable, all would eventually be well.

left for Europe, was a message from him, confirm-
ing action to be taken, by me, in London. I went

This tragic news never caught up to me in Europe,
as the cable sent by my associates arrived afterI had left London and was not forwarded on to me.

I grieve for the loss of a good friend and am
aware of the extent of this Loss to you.
With warmest regards.... .

Cordially,

WBM/1k



4 23aSth

December 16, 1968

Dear Ken:

This letter serves to inform you that I hereby give mynotice of employment termination as of January 17, 1969.
have accepted an opportunity with substantially more monetaryreturns involving management responsibility.

This opportunity has been available to me for many months.
However, I continued my obligation to see the RF/RS08 disk be-
come a producible product. It is obvious now that we have
reached this goal. The past fourteen months have had their ups
and downs in the big disk project; yet they have been extremelyeducational to both me and D.E.C. We have experienced a ne-

mechanical design.

cessity to upgrade our mechanical capabilities and in addition
develop an organizational structure that promotes electro

Leaving D.E.C., following eight years of experience spanning
a majority of the company's life, I find it difficult to ex-
press a humble "thank you" when in reality you and others in
the past have provided me a development opportunity that gener-ally is not available to many men of my age or educational back-
ground. I believe my record of accomplishments have been con-
siderably more profitable to D.E.C. than the average employee.Indirectly, I may still be able to provide D.E.C. with new de-
vices that enhance computer sales.

Recalling the past I am sure you remember the fact that I
maintained the log and program library of the first prototype
PDP-1 produced by D.E.C. I have maintained both the log and
programs to this day and respectfully place these items in your
care.

Sincerely your

Steve Lambert

cc: Joe st .Amour
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(6171897-86821 TWX: 710-347-0812 TELEX: 94-8457
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OFFICE OF

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CORPORATION CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

December 16, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Paul Johnson is, unhappily, at home ill, and
his secretary has brought to me your letter of December 10
and the enclosed certificate for 500 shares of Digital
Equipment Corporation stock, I want to acknowledge this
most warmly and to thank you for this generous addition
to your earlier gift in behalf of the Electrical Engineering
building.

I can readily understand the attitude of the
company officers with respect to cash gifts, It has been
very helpful to us in the past to have had the equipment
donations from the Corporation, One of the things that
Joe Snyder and I had on our agenda to talk with you about
has to do with ways in which corporations and individuals
give stock advantageously.

My associates here join me in thanking you
most heartily for your help.

Yours sincerely,
7

R. Killian, Jr.
Chairman

JRK:ep



HOLLINS COLLEGE Hollins College,Virginia 24020

C0 A
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY December 16, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I just finished the Family - 8 programming course in Maynard
and want to tell you how impressed I am with Digital as a
company. Everybody that I ran into there was as helpful as
they possibly could have been and my week was extremely well
spent. You have a fine organization.
I particularly want to express my thanks to Mr. Bruce Delagi
of your sales department who spent a number of hours with me

was superior, the personnel of the Decus Library were most
helpful to me, and Miss Betsy Noakes, secretary in the train-
ing unit, was helpful beyond the call of duty.

in instructing me on the AX08 -- he was most effective and
generous in his time too. My instructor, Mr. Thomas Mosco,

My thanks to you and your organization.
Sincerel

ha rman
Department of Psychology

fjm/ccc
cc: Mr. Bruce Delagi

Mr. Thomas Mosco
Miss Betsy Noakes
Decus Library
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December 13, 1968
335 Lugonia
Newport Beach, Calif, 92660
714 6450948

Mr, K, MH. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main
Mayrard, Mass, 01754

Dear Mr, Olsen:

I received a letter of December 9 from Mr. T, G. Johnson saying he was
not interested in my experiences,
Not wishing to beg the issue, but you will remenber from our phone conversation
this summer, which started all this, that my objective was an executive position
in corporate development and planing, not sales.
That is why I understood you ware interested in talking with me in your
office, although I did not know emctly what you had in wind, Is not this
Anterpretation correct?

Thank you and best wishes for the holiday season.

Sincerely,

bk,
Charles F, Peterson

\s



: :
:

December 9, 1968

Mr. Charles F. Peterson :

335 Lugonia
_ Newport Beach, California 92660

Dear Mr. Peterson:

Thank you for your resume and follow-up letter of November 23, - After considering
your interesting experience and qualifications, 1 do not feel that we have a position

:

:

here which is appropriate. 1 am sorry that it has taken this much time to constder
: :

your interest in Digital Equipment Corporation.
:

Sincerely, :
:

Theodore G. Johnson
Vice President, Sales

:

TGJ:mr

ec: Mr. K. H. Clsen



October 29, 1968

714 645098

:

:

335 Lugonia
Newport Beach Calif, 92660

Mr. T, G, Johnson, Vice President
Digital Enuipment Corporation
146 Main
Maynard, Mass, 01754

:

Dear Mr, Johnson:

Thank you for our October 22 letter and interesting Anmal Report, I will be
happy to brief you on my background,

Since 1964, when I decided to into business here rather than transfer to New York
for W, R, Grace, I have been making private studies in various marketing ard planni
aspects of corporate development amd profitability such as: : : :

1, Economic feasibility analysis: determination of market size, one's reasonable
-share, forecasted profitability; analyze competition; «ramina line marketing

3. Acquisition exploration and appraisal: evaluate top management and whether it
will stay; examine corporate relationships with major customers, suppliers and

competitors; estimate growthpotential in terms of return on investment,

My work has been done mostly for eastern companies interested in west coast growth
potential and conducted largely on a confidential basis, Some industries studied

bailding and construction, instrumentation, applicances, etc,

- structure; evaluate proper distribution methods, :

2. New Market planning: identify current R&D capability factors, along with new
-

ventures, that could provide substance for profitable corporate growth,

:

include electronic components, plastics, chemicals, metals, office equipmen,

ladies apparel, eerospace, materials hardling, "transportation, scommnication,
::

: :

Previously, I have strong records of business attainment, in marketing management

- while doubling sales volume; with General Electric (1915-58) with national marketir

responsibility for a $40 million profit center, Also at Grace 1 wrote a 5 year .
plan of action setting up goals for west coast expansion through: selective market,

putting together a 10 year long range planiing program. .

with W, R, Grace (1958-64) increasing return on investment 9%, return on sales 2ot

planning and acquisition studies, while at GE, I was part of a management tean ~~.
: :

Academically, I am an honor BS graduate in Marketing and Business, minor in Chenisi
some Spanish, German and French, University of Michigan, attended Lew School there
and have an MBA from Hamilton College, I am in excellent health and appearance,
in Los Angeles, happily married with no children, honorably discharged from the An
amd have no objection to travel here or abroad, :

I am a firm believer in the correlation of corporate development and plarming to
the marketing function and to this end can make the following contributions:

1. Render strong motivation and leadership to associates and customers.
2.. Establish effective lines of commnication with other functions resulting

timely and accurate recommendations to top management 4neluring emphasis on

long range planning.

new venture analysis, internal development and divestuent,
3. Get along well with most all types of people, :

:

4, Develop meaningful corporate planof action involving selective market plaming,



October 22, 1968

Mr. Charles F. Peterson
20471 A Seven Seas Lane
Huntington Beach, California 92646

a

Dear Mr. Peterson:

Your letters to Mr. K. H. Clsen have been forwarded to me for reply.
1 would very much like to receive a copy of your detailed resume and when | have

+

2had an opportunity to study this, | would be happy to arrange a meeting at some
mutually convenient time.

As you requested, | am enclosing a copy of our Annual Report.

Please accept my apologies for the delay in responding to your Interest in Digital
"oeEquipment Corporation. | lok forward to reviewing your resume.

Sincerely,

Theodore G. Johnson
Vice President, Sales

TGJ:mr

Enclosure: Annual Report

ce: Mr. K. H. Olsen
+ ae
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3, 1968
3 20471 A Seven Seas Lane

Huntington Beach, Calif, 92646

:

:

714 5361964

Mr, EK, H, Olsen, President
. Digital Equipment Corporation

Maynard, Mass,

:

:

# Dear Mr. Olsen:

May I please ask to hear from you regarding my September 11 lettey, along with °

an Ammal Report? You asked me to contact you about a meeting. I am sure :

: :
:

:
: :

the letter mst have been received by your office as it was not returned by th
post office, :

Also, yesterday, the people who referred me te you asked what had developed.

Many thanks,

: Sincerely, :
:

Charles F, Peterson

CC Mr. R. W.

w
al

a
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K. H. OLSEN
:

-Marg:
This should have been taken care of sooner. It

came n while was on vacation, and just came :
a

across it this morning. :

Ken doesn't remember a telephone conversation >

Elsa

P.S.
Please send me a copy of all correspondence

™
e

(or anything) with this man, would like Ted to

€ take care of it for him. It's funny he didn't send

in his resume to refresh Ken's memory.

for file.DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

:

a *

:
7

~
~

:
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING TO
RFP FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR
PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGES

1

Addendum No. 1

December 13, 1968

1. Page 8, Paragraph III - 6 of RFP - BASIC
Page 5, Question and Answer No. 25 of Q and A Basic

Q. Is BASIC language developed by the Dartmouth College
in its interactive form a requirement? It is doubtful
that any manufacturer has a BASIC compiler available
at this time for general sale, 4

4

A. The Commonwealth waives BASIC language as a require-
ment for RFP. However, a BASIC compiler or a similar
simplified problem language compiler is desirable.

2. Page 10, Paragraph IV - 3.a. Software Manuals.

Q. Is a separate set of manuals required for each of the :

ten copies of the proposal?

A. No. One set of manuals is sufficient.

3. Page 6, Paragraph III - 5 - Equipment

Q. Would it be possible to substitute "Hardware Mult/Divide
Floating Point Feature" for the Mult/Divide Circuitry
called for in the RFP? Would this substitution, if allowed,
have to be marked as an exception, as it really contains
Multi/Divide Circuitry?

A. This feature is acceptable only if it is a part of the
physical circuitry that performs Mult/Divide Operations with-
out the addition of sub-routines to carry out the instructions.

H, Walker, ector
Bureau of Man&gement Information Systems



CASE LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
P, O. Box 1174

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

december 12, 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts"

Gentlemen:

. We have been reporting the New Mexico Legislature since 1947. The Case
Legislative Report has three parts. First, a daily report when the Legis-lature is in session, which provides an analysis of each bill introduced that
day, all amendments adopted by the Legislature, and the actions of each
house and each committee as reported in either house.

The second part of the service starts near the middle of the session when we

other day, showing the exact location of every bill in the Legislature as of

bills by a complete report on the disposition of each bill.
The third feature is furnishing a complete set of printed bills.

begin a twice a week locator which, toward the end, is speeded up to every +

that date, This is followed up after the Governor has completed signing

Our charge for the complete service for the session is $300.00 per sub-
scriber, which includes airmailing our reports, if that is faster, but con-
templates regular mail for the printed bills. Should you desire the printedbills by airmail, you will be charged the actual additional airmail cost.
If you do not desire the printed bills or the locator, we will send you the
daily reports for $185.00 for the entire session. :

The report virtually eliminates the necessity for follow-up service on
specific bills. However, should you wish telephone or telegraph service,
we can arrange that at a nominal additional cost. i

We shall be happy to answer any further questions, and we certainly hope
that we may be able to serve you during the coming session.

Very truly yours,

Paul Case

Ky



SHARP & OUGHTON
310 86-1559

December 2, 19868

Gentlemen:

olan agemeni? (Consultan ts : <

KENILWORTH. ILLINCIS 69023

Our office is in need of more complete information
about your company's microfilm products and services,

Our consulting programs bring us into close contactwith every kind of industry participant. This current studyof "The Data Filming Market" is an excellent case in point,
Keeping us up to date on details regarding your company'sofferings can only result in mutual benefit. We are asking,therefore, for the kind of information found in price lists,cost comparisons, application case histories, manuals, and
statements of customer policy. We would also like to have
the name of your nearby representative,

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

27

SHARP &
OCUGHTON,

Inc,

W. J. Kearley/m
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SHARP & OUGHTON
S12 GREEN BAY ADAD

'312;
KENILWORTH, ILLINOIS 66945+ { anagement Consultanis

1695

December 6, 196

Mir. Senneth H. Olsen
bes Gent

Equipment Corporation
145 Main Street

ard, Marvland 01754

Di

Dear Mr. Olson:

Your interest in the enclosed proposal is especially appropriate
and timely.

This proposal describes a vital business planning study in the
field of computer- generated microfilm, Sharp & Oughton is making
this study available on a co-sponsored basis. The study places major
emphasis upon the measurement of demand in the emerging markets.
t will also include an examination of the profit potential for properly
equipped service centers,

The program content and design is such that it will satisfy the
needs of several kinds of participants: in-house systems planners,
iprinting and composing shops, and EDP and film processing service
organizations. Manufacturing suppliers like yourself are also show-
ing great interest in this program. They very likely see in it a well-
timed, thorough, yet inexpensive measure of a growth market with
active new- product efforts and changing competitive trends,

Sharp & Oughton has earned an excellent name in studies of this
kind. We are confident that you, as a participating co-sponsor, will
find in ''The Data Filming Market" our traditional thoroughness,
objectivity and decision orientation,

We invite your company's participation in this timely program,
and we welcome the opportunity to discuss any of its aspects with you
and your personnel.

Very truly yours,

SHARP & OUGHTON, In

W. J. Kearley/m
Enclosure



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 5th December, 1968.
SUBJECT
TO Ken Olsen FROM J - C Peterschmitt

Harry Mann
Win Hindle
Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzaresse
Pete Kaufmann
Ted Johnson.

You will be approached for information by a Mr. Williams,
Managing Director of Computer Consultants (actually a one
man show) who is publishing Computer Install&ion Reports.
He may also be using this information for many other
purposes (legal or illegal). He enjoys a bad reputationin Europe. Please make sure that no information is givento him; as we refused to give him information he said that
he would: approach our top Management in the States.

e

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CO. LIMITED READING BERKS
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SVENSKA
Naterads, December 5, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
MAYNARD Mass.

Our reference
FC

Dealt with by

Olsen,
Thank you very much for the visit Ake Rullgard and I
'paid to your company last week. I hope you will convey
our regards to Messrs. Johnson. Massarez and Danzig.
Thank you also for your letter of November 27th. You
are of course very welcome to see us when you visit
Scandinavia next time. Please let me know in advance.

Merry/christmas and a Happy New Year.

THE HEAD OFFICE Vasterés Sweden
Postal address ASEA S-721 83 VASTERAS
Telegraphic address ASEA, Vasterds

Codes Western Union and Private Telephone Vasterds (021) 11 00 00 Telex 4720 (asea, vstraas)

ELEK KA AKTIEBOLAGET

U.S.A.t :

Your reference
Mr. H. Wallgren

Sincere yburs >

Hans Wallgren
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DIVISION INCORPORATED

December 2, 1968

RECEIVED
uctbe- 4968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen OLSENDigital Equipment Corporation KENNETH H
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Ken:

My Computer Systems Division was cut-up and absorbed
into the Camco organization two weeks ago, before changesI had made could entirely correct the bad loss situation.
I have many achievements to show, but my position as
Division Manager here is gone, so I will be relocating as
soon as possible.

Ken, we have never discussed a position at Digital,
but as I carefully review my career objectives in the
light of all past experience and goals for the future,it becomes obvious that we should at least explore the
possibility now.

If you are willing, I would appreciate the opportunityto discuss how I might contribute. A resume is enclosed to
bring you up-to-date on my experience, achievements and
career objectives.

You will be interested to hear the story of Camco's
digital computer development for oil field applications.I look forward to seeing you.

Sincerely,
GM

William H. Seaver
711 Bison Drive (home)
Houston, Texas 77024
713/497-4997

WHS/sw

@ Enclosure

7010 ARDMORE P.O. BOX 14484 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77021 PHONE RI 7-4000



MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST
200 BERKELEY STREET

TRUSTEES
KENNETH L.!SAACS, CHAIRMAN
WILLIAM B. MOSES, JR vice CHAIRMAN
JOHN L.COOPER
GEORGE K.WHITNEY
HARRISON F. CONDON, JR.

Mr. Harry S. Mann, Treasurer
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Harry:

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116

November 29, 1968

ADVISORY BOARD

THOMAS 0. CABOT
GEORGE E.BATES
JOHN L.GARDNER
JOHN LOWELL
DWIGHT P. ROBINSON, JR.

This will confirm the arrangements for Dick Williams,
Chairman, and Bill Schaub, Financial Vice President, of Scope
Incorporated to meet with you and Mr. Olsen on January 16th
at your offices in Maynard. I think you will find Dick to be
an extremely able and unusually competent individual in trans-
lating mathematical principles to electronics, and I hope
that this visit will be of mutual interest.

I am taking the liberty of enclosing a copy of the
most recent prospectus of Scope so that you may form a more
definite impression of that company's competences.

best wishes for the Holiday Season.

. Sincerely,
\.

Plum, Jr.

Enc.

Look forward to seeing you then, In the interim, my

Matthi

+ { Ua. MANN'S OFFICE
Cs
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«HON ONLAW AND COMPOTER TECHNOLOGY 4

WORLD PEACE THROUGH LAW CENTER
LE CENTRE DE LA PAIX MONDIALE PAR LE DROIT

EL CENTRO PARA LA PAZ MUNDIAL MEDIANTE EL DERECHO
400 HILL BUILDING,WASHINGTON D.C. 20006 U.S.A. TELEPHONE: (202) 347-7992

November 29, 1968:

we

7 Mr. K. H. Olsen
Digital Equipinent Corporation
146 Main Strect
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 :

! Brunois
ojiman

:

'once Dear Mr. Olsen:
n J. Skelly

The World Peace Through Law Center will, at the BangkokChairman

avid
World Conference on World Peace Through Law, September 7-12, 1969,

Wg da

introduce members of the legal profession from 127 nations to theChairman

application of the computer to government and to law.nce

A. Dunshee dé Abranches
e Chairman :

aril At the Geneva World Conference on World Peace Through
Rhyne Law in 1967, over 3,000 eminent.lawyers, jurists, law professors

and judges attended the first World Exhibit on Computers and the Law.etary

T Members: The interest generated at Geneva resulted in the creation of the Section

gether those interested in law, the computer and government world-
wide. The Section publishes the monthly journal, Law and Computer

on Law and Computer Technology of the Center, which brings to-{a M. Bos
therlands

ry C. Carnegie :

itzerland
Technology a copy of which is enclosed.

+ Heliner
eden

'ouard Houtert The 1969 Bangkok World Conference will bring together leaders
* teu in EDP for Government from nations, states and municipalities in

Pettit the United States and from provincial, local and national governments
mee

throughout the world, to meet with lawyers and judges interested in
ideleine W. Losee computers and all aspects of governmental operation.nited States

phen E. Doyle At Bangkok, the Center will present a second computerts ited States

hardware exhibit. Participation by over 25 exhibitors at Geneva is
indicative of the interest of the EDP community in this endeavor.

I would like to invite Digital Equipment Corporation to
arrange a presentation or exhibit for the Bangkok World Conference.



K. H. Olsen
-Page Two
November 2°. 1968

the irltterest Genter members, of the legal profession both in
the United Sites and abroad, and of the EDP community in the
application «i computer technology to government should be con-
vincing evidcuce of the value of participation in this Exhibit.

cjh

Enclosure

If Iean provide further information, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Chant
Charles S. Rhyne

1
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FIRST
MANHATTAN
CO.
MEM ERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 30 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10005 TELEPHONE: 344-2525

November 27, 1968

Digital Equipment Co.
Mr Kenneth Olsen, President

146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I would like to introduce myself to you. My name is
Irwin Lieber and Iam a research analyst for First Manhattan Co.,
30 Wall Street, New York, New York. My field of specialization is
electronic and computer securities. Prior to being employed by
First Manhattan, I was employed by Honeywell EDP for 5 years as
a section manager in charge of memory development.

As you may know, our firm's research effort concen-
trates on doing thorough analysis of companies primarily for insti-
tutional customers. I would like to do a detailed study on Digital
Equipment in the near future. To accomplish this, it would be greatly
appreciated if you could arrange for me to visit with you for a short
period of time to go over Digital Equipment's whole corporate picture.
Also, I would appreciate if you could arrange for me to visit with you
and some of your key people.

I realize that this is not a normal request but if you
could accomodate us it would be very helpful.

I am enclosing two copies of reports that I have written
on companies with which you are familiar.

Sincerely,

Irwin Liéber

IL: vd
Enclosures



FIRST
CO.

o

MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 30 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,N. Y. 10005 TELEPHONE: 344-2525
:

MANHATTAN

July 19, 1968

ELECTRONIC MEMORIES

Price $40 Bid
1969 Est. Earn. $1.85-$2.00%
1968 Est. Earn.
1967 Earnings $1.02
Dividénd None

$1. 15*

* After 10% surcharge. 1968 estimate excludes any contribution from Caelus.
However, 1969 estimate includes contribution from Caelus,

Capitalization (12/31/67)

$10.1 100%

(mil)
4 3/4% Convertible Debt $ 2.3% 23
Equity 7.8%* 97

* Convertible into 59, 313 shares at $39.03 per share.
** Represented by 1,155,173 shares.

Summary and Recommendation

We regard Electronic Memories as an attractive speculation for

G

prices have stabilized in the past two years. The company has developed platedwire which we believe is the next step along with core memories in computer
memory development. Large Scale Integration and thin. film memories, we
think, are at least five years away and even at that time, their impact on larger
computer memories is questionable.

the following reasons:

1, Its basic computer memory business remains strong. Net in-
come from this business has grown at a 20% rate since 1964 Core memory

2. With the sale of the Pace Communications division of Wemsearlier this year, profit margins for that division appear to be stabilizing at

Copyright by First Manhattan Co. 1968
Tris REFOR T ONL tO FURNISH INFORMATION: ANG I9 TO7 TION OR A A TO BUYHEREIN OBTAINED

a OPINIONS EXPRESSED 4UOG EMEN A T AWO ARE
a riRaT A

T@ CHANGE. T & To IMEMANHATTAN €O. AND ITS PARTNERS MENTIONEO.



Page 2

higher levels. The development of thin film hybrid circuitry at Wems could fav-
orably affect revenues and earnings. Most of its government ontracts are long-
term in nature and not dependent on the Vietnam war.

3. EM should share in the disc pack market through its invest-
ment in Caelus Memories. Since Caelus has total in-house capability and the disc
pack production process is highly automated, this business should be a high mar-
gin operation. Even with pressure on disc pack prices, we estimate Caelus could
contribute as much as $.65 per share (after surtax) to Electronic Memories' earn-
ings in 1969.

4, Through a subsidiary, Anadex, and a recent investment in
Zehntel, EM has longer-term exposure in the growing industrial process control
market. Also, EM has made two small acquisitions in 1968 which appear to com-
plement existing operations. Management is interested in pursuing additional ac-
quisitions which might add-to earnings per share.

5. Our study indicates a very sharp gain in earnings in 1969, largely
reflecting a successful entry into the disc pack market. Longer run, we believe
Electronic Memories is engaged in businesses which, combined with a capable man-@agement team, should allow the company to record above-average growth.
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Electronic Memories (43) (I. Lieber)

The Company announced it has acquired Midwest Circuits Inc.
for an undisclosed amount of stock. Midwest is a printed and multi-
layer circuit board manufacturer which reported net sales for the year
ending March 31, 1968 in excess of $3,000,000. Management believes
that Midwest will make a modest contribution to per share earnings in
1968. Our estimate for Electronic Memories earnings continues to be
$1.15 per share for 1968 and $1.85-$2.00 per share for 1969.

The Company has granted a non-exclusive license to Scientific
Controls Corporation, Dallas, covering the use of EM proprietary core
memory system design techniques in the SCC Model 4700 computer and
future general purpose computers. At the same time, Scientific Control
has given Electronic Memories a contract in excess of $2 1/2 million for
core memory stacks to be delivered by EM over a three-year period.

EM plans to make the same license and product agreement avail-
able to other customers and discussions toward this end are currently
in process.

We continue to regard Electronic Memories as an attractive
speculation.

9/19/68

7
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Operations

(1) Electronic Memories

The parent company accounted for about 60% of total revenues in
1967, equivalent to $12.5 million.

The memories that the company develops and builds are used forthe majority of digital computer applications because of their speed, versatility,reliability and low cost. Products consist of cores, core memory stacks, corememory systems and a most recent development, plated wire. Marketing effortsare directed at the sale of core memory stacks and systems, high margin busi-nesses for EM. Core memories have been a very profitable area for ElectronicMemories even though some other companies in this field have had difficulties.We believe that this has been due to good management control and greater engi-neering capabilities than other manufacturers (major competitors are Fabritek,Ferroxcube, Indiana General, Ampex Computer Products and Lockheed Elec-tronics.) Recently, the sales staff has been successful in penetrating new mar-kets in both the commercial and military fields of data processing. Two mana-gers from Honeywell's Computer Control Division have been recently hired asVice President of Commercial Memory Operations and Marketing Manager ofCommercial Memory Operations. These men have excellent past records at
Honeywell and IBM and are believed to have already contributedto EM's progress,in part by allowing top management to spend more time on other important developments.

The company has developed plated wire which we believe will be thenext step in memories in conjunction with core memories for the non-IBM com-
puter manufacturer. Interest has been expressed by the military and severalmajor computer manufacturers.

(a) Effect of Thin Films and Inte grated Circuits on Memory Technology
Thin films have been hailed 'as an ideal memory component for thelast ten years. Thus far it has not been feasible to successfully build large mem-ories using thin films due to high costs, interconnection problems and poor re-liability. We do not expect any significant breakthrough in this regard over thenext couple of years.
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We doubt that integrated circuits will be used as memories (knownas LSI) in quantity during the next five years. The use of LSI in scratch padmemories, buffer memories and read only memories in the near future is likely.However, this area is very low volume compared to large main memories. Someof the problems that LSI has in its use as a large main memory are:

1, The basic memory module is relatively small (4000 to 32000bits) compared to core memories causing interconnection problems (combiningall the modules together to form a large memory).
2. Integrated circuits suffer from volatility. Power can't be re-moved from portions of the circuit which are not active. No one can afford tolose a million bits of data due to a power failure. This requires either back upmemory or standby power which increases power dissipation, cost and physicalsize requirements for LSI memories.

Another advertised advantage that LSI memories have over corememories is speed of operation. But as shown in the design of the IBM 360/85computer, efficient use of buffer memories in conjunction with main core mem-

Model 85 is about 12 times faster than the main core memory. The buffer is de-
signed to take advantage of the fact that the central processor of a computerusually seeks data stored in memory locations adjacent to each other. Frequentlyit will request the same data many times in succession. In the Model 85, eachtime the central processor calls for data from core storage, it asks for at leastone and up to 16 sections of information. Core storage, however, anticipating thecentral processors future needs, always sends a block of 64 sections of informa-tion. These 64 sections of information content are sent to the buffer storagewhere it is stored. The central processor then can work directly with the data inthe buffer memory instead of having to go to slower main core storage. This hasthe effect of speeding up the information flow out of core memory by a factor of tenwhich puts it in the speed region that LSI memories operate.

ories through the use of software techniques increases the effective operatingspeed of the main core memory. The buffer memory (integrated circuits) in the

Major present customers for ElectronicMemories in this area areR.C.A. (Spectra 70 computers), Digital Equipment Corporation (PDP computers),Honeywell (4200 and 8200 computers), and the Department of Defense (systemsused in satellites and various airborne computers). It is doubtful that these OEM'swill further integrate vertically to produce core memories. Core memory manu-facturers have been able to reduce prices substantially enough to make it uneco-nomical for them to do so.
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During the second quarter of 1968 the company acquired the core
division of Pentronix Inc. This division was made up of ex-Univac people skilled
in the manufacturing process of producing cores. This acquisition was made to
add to the present production capability of cores to satisfy the large demand for
memory stacks and systems that Electronic Memories is experiencing.

As can be seen from the past revenues and earnings growth shown
below, management has achieved a good record in the memory business.

Income Statement (Electronic Memories Inc. only)
Years ended December:

1967E 1966 1965 1964 1963
Sales (000) $12, 500 $9, 245 $6,702 $4,606 $2,369Pre Tax Income (000). 1, 440 1,074 874 782 322
-Margin 11.5% 11.6% 13.0% 17.0% 13.6%
Net Income (000) $ 778 540 454 388 156

The steady decline in profit margins since 1964 was due to pressure on prices of
memory products and increased costs in other areas. The desire to achieve a
faster growth rate was a prime factor in management's decision to diversify. As
mentioned above, prices have now stabilized on core memories and are low enough
to make it unattractive for any additional OEM's to integrate vertically. There-
fore, based on the projected growth of the total computer industry arid the fact that
new computers are using a greater number of larger memories, we believe that
the parent company can grow at a 20% rate with pre tax margins in the range of
10-12%. Possibly higher margins can be obtained through (1 the use of more
automated manufacturing techniques and (2) wide spread use of plated wire as a
memory device. (Labor costs associated with the production of memory stacks
are reduced with the use of plated wire rather than cores.)
(2) WEMS S

-,

WEMS was acquired by Electronic Memories in December 1967 and
has established the company as the leading producer of electronic welded modules
and a producer of hybrid circuitry. WEMS modules, known for their reliabilityunder severe environmental conditions, are used in a broad range of military and
aerospace programs such as Apollo, Polaris, F-111 and the X-15. It is now bid-
ding for the Poseidon program. WEMS engages in potting and encapsulation of
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modules and integrated circuits which are also used in military applications.(It is necessary for circuitry used in military and space applications to be en-
capsulated due to the severe environmental conditions it encounters. This istrue whether the circuits are integrated or not.)

A potentially important growth area could be in thin film hybridcircuits where WEMS is active. The market for hybrid circuitry has substantial
growth potential in advanced military, industrial and commercial products. This
development could have great significance for the memory divisions of EM. Dueto the high power and high speed requirements of memory circuits, hybrids ratherthan integrated circuits are necessary in this application. This would then giveEM's core memory divisions internal capabilities that now are vendor supplied.

Last March, WEMS sold its Pace Communications division whichdid not fit with the company's product lines and moreover was marginally profit-able.

Based on present in-house contracts which are long-term in nature,we believe this division can grow at a 15% rate for the next several years. Profit
margins which recovered in 1967 should improve as a result of the sale of thePace Communications division.

(3) Caelus Memories

Caelus develops, manufactures and markets disc packs. In thesummer of 1967, Electronic Memories executed an agreement with Caelus Mem-ories Inc. for the purchase of $1,800,000 of Caelus convertible secured notes dueDecember 31, 1972. The notes are convertible in whole or in part prior to matur-ity. Conversion of the entire issue would result in EM owning 66 2/3% of Caelus
outstanding capital stock. Additional agreements enable EM to acquire another
13 1/3% of the stock between March 31, 1972 and February 28, 1973.

(a) General Discussion of the Disc Pack Market

Demand for six high disc packs is growing month by month as isshown in increased shipments by companies like Caelus and Memorex. However,we do not believe that present IBM users are short of packs. We believe that de-livery of packs by additional manufacturers partly explains IBM's reduction of de-livery time from nine months to two weeks, Another factor may be that many usersare waiting for the eleven high disc pack to be developed and marketed. Therefore,we believe that IBM's previously publicized backlog was somewhat misleading. r
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sAs more disc drives are delivered to the computer user and as. more
programmers learn how to effectively use packs, the growth of pack shipmentswill accelerate. As the time sharing and instantaneous response market grow,the disc pack market will increase simultaneously. Taking into account all of
the above, we believe that demand for disc packs will increase rapidly, but thatthere may well be a lag while greater user experience is acquired.

As far as disc pack prices are concerned, IBM and the rest: of the majormanufacturers have held their price at approximately $490 per pack. A small
private company has recently announced a price cut to $300 at the DPMA confer-ence in Washington, While this company may be able to cut its prices, it has not
yet been able to deliver any reliable product in quantity. In fact, we do not be-lieve it has the technical capabilities that IBM, Memorex and Caelus posess indisc pack technology. Price cuts like this have occurred in the past by marginalproducers of magnetic tape, but such companies failed to.deliver in productionquantities. We do believe that some price adjusting will take place, but this willhave to come from IBM since it controls at least 90% of the disc pack market.Also, there will be price discounts on large volume contracts with OEM's, dis-tributors and leasing companies by the non-IBM producers.

:

IBM 's recent announcement that it would not be responsible for any dam-
age done to the disc drives by other manufacturers' disc packs was welcomed bycompanies like Memorex and Caelus because of the effect it will have on marginalproducers. Packs manufactured by Caelus and Memorex are not known to havecaused any damage to IBM disc drives.

Although Electronic Memories! investment in Caelus must be considered a
speculative risk, we believe that Caelus will be successful in the disc pack market.The key people at Caelus were important factors at IBM's disc pack manufacturingfacility in San Jose. They have the technological and production experience nec-
essary to build a technically reliable disc pack in production quantities, And alongwith Electronic Memories' management they were able to recognize that the disc
pack market would not explode as quickly as some of their competitors thought.Therefore, there isn't very much idle capacity at Caelus. In fact, Caelus is now
expanding its existing facility to meet increased dernand. Company engineers arealso working on next generation production equipment which, if successful, willfurther increase capacity in 1969.

Reliability of Caelus packs is best illustrated by the shipments of produc-tion quantities toR.C.A. Caelus is the only company besides IBM to ship pro-duction quantities to an OEM company. We believe that it is selling these packsat a high volume discount of approximately 20% off list on a long-term contractbasis. Caelus is also attempting to complete a similar deal with General Electric.

om
?
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Further, the company is the only one to offer a 3 year warranty on its disc
pack.

As far as marketing is concerned, Caelus' organization is data pro-
cessing oriented. At present, its direct salesmen concentrate on servicing
end users and the company's large distributor organization. OEM and private
label (Business Supplies Corporation and Tab Products) sales are handled by
management. Both the direct sales force and distributor organizations are cur-
'rently being expanded and the company plans to continue this expansion into 1969.

At present Caelus has its qwn leasing plan for packs but it is in the final
stages of completing a plan with a major leasing company. This plan will allow
Caelus to account for its leased packs as direct sales.

Thus far Caelus has delivered only six high disc packs. The next require-
ment in disc pack technology will be the eleven high pack. The latter have twice
the bit packing density that the six high packs have. The coating surface for the
eleven high packs is one-half as thick as that for the six high; therefore it is tech-
nically more difficult to manufacture. Management has stated that Caelus will be
able to deliver reliable production quantities :of the eleven high pack this fall. We @believe this is probable because substrates have been prepared and prototype
quantities of the eleven high pack have been successfully produced.

During the first quarter of 1968, Electronic Memories acquired Acroscope
Engineering Inc., a privately held company engaged in precision grinding, lapping
and polishing. Acroscope's skill in this field, and in particular the finishing of
aluminum substrates used in disc and file memories, adds both vertical and hori-
zontal integration to the company. It gives Caelus total in-house capability for
manufacture of its disc packs. Other companies that use Acroscope's capabilities
are Librascope, Scientific Data Systems, National Cash Register and Burroughs.
As both the disc pack and disc file markets grow, Acroscope's revenues and earn-
ings should grow with them. Management expects this area will progress at a 50-
60% rate for the next few years starting from a small base.

We believe Caelus Memories revenues in 1968-will be about $4-5 million
with a minor addition to total Electronic Memories profit. For 1969, assuming
a conservative price range for the six high pack between $300 and $400, anda
significant contribution from the eleven high pack, we estimate revenues at about
$11 million for Caelus. Since it has total in-house capability, and the disc pack
production process is highly automated, we.believe margins on the order of 20%
before taxes can be achieved.
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(4) Anadex and Zehntel

Anadex was acquired by the company in September, 1967. It manufactures
high quality electronic process control instruments, Our interest in Anadex lies
with the vertical integration that it offers Zehntel, a company Electronic Memories
has an option to acquire. Under the terms of the option, EM loaned Zehntel.
$255,000. EM acquired the right to buy the company after November, 1969 in ex-
change for stock, the number of shares contingent on Zehntel's profitability.

Zehntel's management is composed of engineering people who originallywere with Beckman Instruments. Its business is basically process control by elec-
tronic and digital instrumentation." Its concept is not to revolutionize an existing
plant but to incorporate digital techniques for measurement accuracy, uniformity,
reliability and control. They have built standardized building blocks for such evo-
lutionary systems. This is basically the same technique that was used by Digital
Equipment Corp. when it started offering small scientific computers.

Zehntel and Anadex have combined their marketing and certain engineeringefforts, Anadex' product line uses integrated circuitry and standard building blocks.
Zehntel has sold process control systems using Anadex products this year to several
companies including Kaiser Aluminum. The system at Kaiser is used in aluminum
can making machines. The combination of Anadex and Zehntel is expected to do
about $2-3 million in sales this year. It is expected to be profitable. Managementis optimistic about growth of future sales and the potential of obtaining high profit
margins.

Acquisitions

The company is seeking additional acquisitions in the fields of:

(a) data processing handling and retrieval;
. (b)- process. control (includes medical electronics as well as

industrial controls).
om

?
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Financial

1) Earnings estimates.

Sales

Electronic Memories
WEMS and Anadex

Pre Tax Margin

Pre Tax Income

Tax Rate

Net Income

Earnings per share without Caelus

Caelus Memory Sales

Net Income

EM Portion

Per EM Share

Total Consolidated Earnings Per Share $1.02

Assuming Conversion of Debentures

# In 1965, we assume Caelus will earn a minor profit. However, its management

$1.02

(millions)

1968E1967 1969E

$15
11

$26

11%

$2.9

52%

$1.4

$12 $18
139

$21 $31

10 11

$2. $3.4

46% 52 0

$1.2 $ 1 .6

$1.15$1.02 $ 35

$5

#

#

#

$1.15

$11

$1. 1

$1.14

$0.7

$ .60

$1.95

$1.90

has not yet determined whether it will consolidate Caelus by converting its deben-
ture investment.
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2) Working Capital -- 12/31/67 (millions)

Current Assets $11.4 (includes cash items of $2.6)
Current Liabilities (4. 3)*
Working Capital $ 7.1

* Includes notes payable of $0.6 ~

3) Long Debt -- 12/31/67

Convertible Debt $ 2.3 million*®

* Convertible at $39.03. At atime when Electronic Memories is earning $2.00.
per share, full conversion would reduce per share earnings by about 2%,

4) Statement of Funds
(millions)

1967 1968E
Net Income $1.2 $1.4
Depre. & Amort. 0.6 0.7
Cash flow 1.8

Increased Debt 2.3
Increased Common 0.6

4.7

Capital Expenditures (0. 7) (0.7)
Investment Loans - (1.4) (0,6)
Change in Working Capital +2.6

2. 1

+0.8

Note: The above estimate does not assume consolidation of Caelus,

IRWIN LIEBER



THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
OHI! fe) 454 09DAYTON

November 26, 1968

RECEIVED
Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President 1968

Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

uch 5
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street H. OLSEN

Dear Mr. Olsen:

We know that you share our disappointment that our proposed
purchase of PDP-8L Computers did not materialize as anticipated.

As you know, we selected the PDP=8L as the new processor for
our Series 500 in order to strengthen and increase the marketable life
of this product line. Our preliminary cost studies and market forecasts
indicated that this plan would enable us to meet our objectives.

However, after all phases of the venture were carefully evaluated
from a cost standpoint, it was determined that the corporate profit would
not materialize until the end of the time frame designated as the markete
able life of the Series 500. On this basis, we had no logical alternative
but to continue with the existing processor.

We are very appreciative of the time, effort, and cooperation which
we received from your people in all phases of this project. Those at NCR
who were assigned to this project were particularly impressed by the high
professional caliber and competence of all your staff. Particular thanks
to Mr. Lowell Henize of your Dayton branch for his fine cooperation.

May we look forward to the continuance of the fine relations estab-
lished between Digital and NCR, and hope that in the future we may find an
area of mutual profitability for both corporations.

Very truly yours,

Cc. L. Keeno
Vice President

and Group Executive
Domestic Marketing
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12/19/68

Larry:
If you feel a reply is necessary, please

answer this letter for Ken, and send me a file

copy. Thanks for your help.

Va Elsa

:

OIGITA
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bin INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION

60 AUSTIN STREET
NEWTONVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
02160 617-969-4020
November 25, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:
A recent issue of EDP Industry Report, the computer industrynewsletter publishedby International Data Corporation, esti-mated that U.S. computer users spent nearly $4 billion for
software during 1967. This expenditure is primarily for pro-
grammers' salaries and associative overhead, but does include
the money spent for proprietary software packages and outside
programming service organizations. The total spent for soft-
ware, EDP/IR projects, will roughly double by 1972, with thetotal amount paid to independent suppliers growing at an evenfaster pace.
Checking into these outside expenditures for software, IDC
conducted a survey showing that, since 1967, users of proprie-
tary software packages have doubled in number. This segmentof the software marketplace is expected to account for $350million to $450 million in business during 1972.
How is this money being spent? On what? By whom? To answer
these and many other associated questions, the International
Data Corporation announces an extensive market research survey
designed to develop a specific yet broad data base which de-
scribes current computer applications, planned applications, the
programming effort represented by these applications, and the
types of equipment directly related to specific applications.
In carrying out this survey, IDC will utilize the techniquesthat proved so successful in our recent survey of the data com-
munications terminal equipment marketplace. During this survey,
we obtained detailed questionnaire responses from over 2500
computer users throughout the United States.
As was the case with the DCT survey, the applications survey
now being announced is designed around a well-researched,
quantitative information data base as its keystone. All spon-
sors of this survey will receive not only a narrative analysisof our findings; they will also be provided with a processablefile of statistical information on magnetic tape. With this
information, each sponsor can conduct his own evaluation and



analysis, weighing the factors which he feels are most impor-tant to his individual development and expansion plans in the
applications/programming aspects of the computer marketplace.
With the statistical and detailed data base we have described,each sponsor will be able to analyze -- independently -- such
areas as:

+ the relationship of applications to specific
types or configurations of computers;+ applications within industries;

+ computer utilization within types of applica-tions;
+ relationships of applications to programming
languages;

+ future development of new application areaswithin specific industries;
+ the extent of in-house programming capabilitiesfor class of computer and/or by industry;
+ amount of interest in purchasing software in a
pure form;

+ determination of support requirements for new
product lines;

+ possible relationships of equipment with partic-ular applications within particular industries.
Once you have reviewed the attached proposal, I am confident
you will agree that the cost of sponsorship for this projectis extraordinarily reasonable in view of the extensive infor-
mation which will become available to Digital Equipment. A
sponsorship application is enclosed for your signature and
return. Naturally, if there are any questions which I mightanswer about this proposal, or if there are any clarifica-tions which I can provide, please do not hesitate to give
me a collect call.

Singerely yours,

M.F. Eveleth,Vice President-Marketing

cc: Ken Lill

INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION



INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION
60 AUSTIN STREET
NEWTONVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
02160 0 617-969-4020
November 25, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754.
Dear Mr. Olsen:
A recent issue of EDP Industry Report, the computer industrynewsletter publishe by International Data Corporation, esti-mated that U.S. computer users spent nearly $4 billion for
.software during 1967. This expenditure is primarily for pro-
grammers' salaries and associative overhead, but does include
the money spent for proprietary software packages and outside
programming service organizations. The total spent for soft-
ware, EDP/IR projects, will roughly double by 1972, with thetotal amount paid to independent suppliers growing at an evenfaster pace.
Checking into these outside expenditures for software, IDC
conducted a survey showing that, since 1967, users of proprie-tary software packages have doubled in number. This segment
of the software marketplace is expected to account for 5350million to $450 million in business during 1972.
How is this money being spent? On what? By whom? To answer
these and many other associated questions, the International
Data Corporation announces an extensive market research survey
designed to develop a specific yet broad data base which de-
scribes current computer applications, planned applications, the
programming effort represented by these applications, and the
types of equipment directly related to specific applications.
In carrying out this survey, IDC will utilize the techniquesthat proved so successful in our recent survey of the data com-
munications terminal equipment marketplace. During this survey,
we obtained detailed questionnaire responses from over 2500
computer users throughout the United States.
As was the case with the DCT survey, the applications survey
now being announced is designed around a well-researched,
quantitative information data base as its keystone. All spon-sors of this survey will receive not only a narrative analysisof our findings; they will also be provided with a processablefile of statistical information on magnetic tape. With this
information, each sponsor can conduct his own evaluation and



analysis, weighing the factors which he feels are most impor-tant to his individual development and expansion plans in the
applications/programming aspects of the computer marketplace.
With the statistical and detailed data base we have described,each sponsor will be able to analyze -- independently -- suchareas as:

+ the relationship of applications to specific
types or configurations of computers;+ applications within industries;+ computer utilization within types of applica-tions;

+ relationships of applications to programminglanguages;
+ future development of new application areaswithin specific industries;
+ the extent of in-house programming capabilitiesfor class of computer and/or by industry;+ amount of interest in purchasing software in a
pure form;

+ determination of support requirements for new
product lines;

+ possible relationships of equipment with partic-ular applications within particular industries.
Once you have reviewed the attached proposal, I am confident
you will agree that the cost of sponsorship for this project.is extraordinarily reasonable in view of the extensive infor-mation which will become available to Digital Equipment. A
sponsorship application is enclosed for your signature andreturn. Naturally, if there are any questions which I mightanswer about this proposal, or if there are any clarifica-tions which I can provide, please do not hesitate to give
me a collect call.

Sincerely yours,

M.F. Eveleth,
rketingVice President

cc: Ken Lill

INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION
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THE GERBER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY

November 25, 1968

Mr. Richard Merrill
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass.
Dear Mr. Merrill:
We have reviewed the tentative specifications dated 9-26-68 which
you were kind enough to forward to us for review. The equipmentdescribed was of great interest to us but, unfortunately, the de-
velopment program involving the use of this type of equipment has
progressed to the point where it would not be possible to recon-
figure the computer area.

We appreciate your interest in our company, and Look forward to
being kept abreast of further developments at DEC for possible use
in future GSI programs.
Please express my thanks to Mr. Olsen for his interest in this area.

Very truly yours,
GERBER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY

7
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RJM/dw R. Maerz
EncLosure Vice Presiden

P. O. BOX 305
HARTFORD, CONN. 08101
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THE BLUE RIDGE CHEMIST
She Blue Ridge Chemist since 1947 The Official Local Section Publication of the

Blue Kidge section American Chemical society
JAAS VANE7

1114 Dandridge Drive,
Lynchburg, Vae 24501
November 21, 1968

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION ,
186 Hain Street,
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Doar Sir:
The Blue Ridgo Section of the American Chemical Society is

having a meeting on December 14 at which Dre Ro E. Dessy of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute will discuss his use of small computers in the
chenistry laboratory. I believe that he has used one of your computers
and associated software. It has occurred to me that, after the meeting,
there will be a demand for information about the equipment. Would you
be interested in supplying such material for distribution or even dis-
play. If you have a representative for the area and near enough to ate
tend the meeting, we would be happy to have him as guest of the Section
for the meeting and the dinner that follows it.

Average attendance at such a meeting is about seventy five, re-
presenting the collezes and industried of our area. At the December
meeting this number may be exceeded, since there is such a great inter-
est in computers and their uses. I wouldn't want to suggest that litera-
ture be handed out to everyone attending, just to the representatives
of the approximately forty colleges and industries. Any undistributed
material would be returned.

the and marced For Use at the Blue Ridge Sec-you do send anything for use at the meeting, it should be
wd

: es The chairman is Dr. Charles W. Sondurant, Dept.8 :

Sollees, Salem, Ja 24153.

on the other hand, if your representative is able to attend the
meeting, it is to be at the Andrew Lewis High School, College and Fourth
Streets, Salen, Virginia. This is easy to reach from the main hignway,
US 460/11, through Salem. The meeting will start at 5:00 FP: and will be,
as I indicated previously, on Saturday, Decemberi4.

Sincerelypers
red Davis, Editor

THE BLUS RIDGE



AMPEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

CHARLES E. PRIODY
Marketing Manager
Northeast Zone

34 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, Mass. 02154
Phone: (617) 899-2040 TWX: (710) 324-6944



Computer Products Division

9937 WEST JEFFERSON + CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 90230
AMP EX co RPO RATI ON (AREA CODE 213) 836-5000 « TWX: 213-836-0401

November 20, 1968

RECEIVED
(OV 1968Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President

Digital Equipment Corporation WeNNETH A. OLSEN
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Iam writing this letter to introduce Ampex and myself to you. I know that
Mr. Charles (Chuck) Priddy, our Northeastern Sales Manager, has been
working closely with your people on current stack procurements, as well
as possible core memory requirements.

We, at Ampex, have made great strides during the past three years in

best service that is available in the market today.

introducing advanced tape and core products at competitive prices. We
are dedicated towards providing our customers with the best products and

I understand that you are currently considering adding a bulk core memory
system to your PDP-10 product line. We are proposing our Model RGS
memory for this purpose. It is part of Cca series of memory systems which
operate at speeds from 650 nanoseconds to 2.2 microseconds. All models
employ essentially the same hardware, and the versatile system design
permits significant cost decreases when memory speed is reduced. This
has enabled Ampex to offer, in a price-competitive mass memory, the small
physical size and modularity normally found only in higher speed, state-of-
the-art memories. At the same time, RGS employs the same "hands-off"
maintenance philosophy as its higher-speed counterparts. No field adjustments
are required in sense threshold and timing electronics -- even when sub-
assemblies are replaced.

The RGS has achieved wide market acceptance with users of time-sharing
systems such as the PDP-10 and others, We have already booked orders
totaling close to 2 million dollars and project a market considerably larger.
It is our intention to vigorously penetrate this market, either through sales
to computer OEM's or direct sales to computer users.

AMPEX



Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
November 20, 1968
Page 2

You undoubtedly have many questions concerning the Model RGS memory and
our program which must be answered before you can reach a decision.
would like to suggest a meeting at your earliest convenience; either in Maynard,
Culver City or at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco for the
purpose of meeting you personally and answering any of your questions. We
can make top technical and program management people available, and will
demonstrate working hardware very similar to the RGS.

We are very enthusiastic at the prospect of working with you on this important
program, and are ready to commit maximum efforts to your needs.

Very truly yours,

COMPUTE ODUCTS DIVISION

rince
Vice President - General Manager

EEP: ja

AMPEX



DIRECTIONS TO AMPEX, CULVER CITY:

Address - 9937 Jefferson Blvd
Culver City, California
Telephone (213) 836-5000
Lobby - Building 2

From Northbound San Diego Freeway, take Sepulveda
Blvd North approximately 1.5 miles. At a large
shopping center on the right, the street forks
with Sepulveda Blvd turning left and Jefferson Bivd
continuing straight ahead. From that point, Ampexis approximately two miles ahead on the left side
of Jefferson.
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DErARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
f.oyd B. Dateri
®rediev O. torsen
Jores 0. Lube
William C. Matthews
'Williom R, Murray

President

Dear Sir:

I wouLd appreciate an answer to

MARSHFIELD CLINIC
MaRSHFIELD,Wis. 5-44-49

1 ca

Dicital
Mass.

dating from March 29, 1965 requesting programming infor-
Lince-8-102.

Reference is made to the attached corresvondence
mation for the 69 "4" Real Time Cioc!: we aave in our

None of our inquiries have been acnowleded.
réquest.

Data rocessin

:
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(617) 894.5444

SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMSSYLVANIA
SYLV ANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Mr. Ken Olsen,Digital Squipmert Cerrcration
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Ken:

APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY
40 Sylvan Road

Waltham, Mass. 02154

13 November 1968

want to thank you your help in solving the problems with our
POP system.

i am enclosing 2 copy of our most recent internal memo on the subject.
As you can see, we have been able to make a successful delivery.
Thank you again fer your help in this matter.

JES/jle
Enclosure

ONE OF THE GENERAL TELEPHONE

Sincerely,

ganes E, Storer
/ Director

:

+

> +
& ELECTRONICS FAMILY OF COMPANIES e



MEDIDATA SCIENCES, INC., 140 Fourth Avenue,Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 Tel. (617) 894-6940
A Su of G. D. Searle & Co.
3 &

Akh Lk

November 7, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olson, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Ken:

It was good to talk to you briefly on the phone the other day. I
had not realized how long it had been since your visit.
In view of the many recent developments at MSI, let me repeat
my invitation to you to come visit us again.

In order to give you an idea as to what some of the developmentshave been Iam enclosing some of our most recent sales liter
ature,

I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

MEDIDATA SCIENCES, INC.

Edward B. Rawson
Vice President - Technical Director

EBR/ jm1:
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The Ingersoll ingMachine CompanyMill
Rockford, Illinois 61101

November 7, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I believe this matter is important enough to contact you personally.

About three months ago, your Messrs. John Holzer and Dave Cioni
called on us, almost by accident. At that time, we were in the midst of

the emphasis of our work toward using your equipment. We are now about
to receive orders for several such systems.

developing computer control for automotive transfer lines. We were so
favorably impressed by the competence of John and Dave that we shifted

Unfortunately, a sour note has crept into our relationship. Without
any prior warning, I find that your company offered employment to Jim Mason,
our Project Engineer, and completed all negotiations with him without giving
us any indication. We frequently have people employed by our customers
approach us; in every case, we insist that they first notify their supervisor
and obtain some sort of a release before we enter into any negotiations. We
believe that this is the only fair arrangement and are disturbed that you did
not show us the same courtesy.

Very truly yours,

THE INGERBOLL MILLING MACHINE COMPANY
4

Walter Lewis
irector of Advanced Technical Planning

HWL: ja



@ TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

13500 NORTH CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY * DALLAS, TEXAS
COMPONENTS GROUP
November 6, 1968

Mr. Ken Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
14 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Howie Cohen has informed me of your interest in visiting with us
in Dallas. It would please us very much to have the opportunity
to spend a day with you discussing our technologies and programs.
We would like to review for you our programs in IC's, Complex
Functions, MSI, LSI, Active Element Memories, MOS, Opto-
electronics, and Diode Arrays.

In addition, we would like to explain our Custom Engineering
Center, under the management of Jack Kilby. | feel we could
assist you in retaining your 47.4% growth and 51% profit growth
through transfusion of our capabilities to your operation via this
mechanism. Of course, we would like to show off our facilities
and our best asset -- our people.

We certainly recognize DEC as a major customer and appreciate
the growth of our business of over three times (1967-1968) with
you.

Would it be possible for you to spend the 26th or 27th with us in
Dallas?

Glenn E. Penisten

@ Vice President

GEP:dk

MAILING ADDRESS: POST OFFICE BOX 5012 DALLAS, TEXAS 75222 238-2011 CABLE: TEXINS
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244 EAST OGDEN AVENUE / HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521 USA / AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIET

PRESIDENT
KARL P. COHEN
ADVANCED PRODUCTS OPERATION
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
310 DE GUIGNE DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086

November 6, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 91754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

As President of the American Nuclear Society I wish to extend to your organiza~
tion a cordial invitation to become an Organizational Member of the Society,
which will help it continue to expand its activities in the areas of education,
public information, nuclear standards and associated activities.
Recently the Board of Directors authorized the establishment of Organizational
Member. This new category of membership is open to industries, universities,
governmental agencies, laboratories and other organizations vitally interested
in the development of the nuclear industry and in the education of the public
in the benefits of nuclear science and engineering.

Up to now, the 7500 individual members of the American Nuclear Society have been
subsidizing some 1200 university student members; in addition they have been
developing nuclear standards and educating the public and the scientific and
engineering community on the benefits of nuclear energy. Greater effort, how-
'ever, must be put into these activities if the nuclear industry is to continue
its current growth and be ready for the promise of an even greater rate of
growth in future years.
I am pleased, as I hope you will be, that the Society has taken this increased
interest in the promotion of education, public information and nuclear standards.
As an educational, scientific and professional society, the American Nuclear
Society provides an authoritative and experienced organization which the public
and the professional scientists and engineers will respect.
Your sincere consideration of Organizational Membership in the Society will be
greatly appreciated. Within the next two weeks you will receive detailed
information on this new membership category from Mr. Octave J. Du Temple, the
Executive Secretary of the Society. In the meantime, if you have any further
questions or suggestions, I would be pleased to hear from you.

Yours very truly,

Kak OkaKarl P. Cohen
Veesident, Awerican Nuclear foatary

aeg
cosOJDT
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October 30, 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Attention: Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President

Gentlemen:

Just a note to inform you that I am working on the staff of Reflectone,
Inc., as a technical consultant and also as the Western Region Repre-
sentative for the products manufactured at Reflectone's Western
Production Department, 924 South Lyon Street, Santa Ana, California
92705»

The work in Santa Ana is defined as fabrication, assembly and testing
of fine quality electrical harnesses and coaxial cables that require
precise handling, close tolerances, special materials with unique
processes produced for integration in U. S. Navy Missiles.

The Reflectone production facility is a modern attractive, four year
old building with 14,000 square feet of manufacturing and office space
expertly designed for efficient, clean operation. It is conveniently
located in southeast Santa Ana, within five minutes driving time from
intersections of the Garden Grove, Newport and Santa Ana freeways.

I will consider it a personal privilege to drop by your office at a
convenient time for you and explain how Reflectone's unique capabilities
can provide real advantages in cost savings, quality, production
augmentation, etc., to your subcontract operations. Will you give me
this opportunity?

Yours truly,

"Joe A. small
Western Region Representative

the /gop

god SOUTH LYON STREET, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92705 (714) 547-6494
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
550 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
AREA 212 679-3200 x 3538
CABLE ADDRESS: NYUMEDIC

Department of Biochemistry

October 28, 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Sirs:

I am writing you in regard to Cca DEC PDP-8 table fitting to our
computer console, M 35044, which to this date has not been picked-
up by you. This table was to be returned to you because it did not
fit our PDP-8 Serial No. 697, properly. It has been replaced by another
table which we are keeping.

I mentioned several times (since 1967) to Mr. Zlotnick of your
Parsippany office that we wanted the table removed. He informed me that
he was taking care of it. Recently, Mr. Dorsett also from your Parsippany
office was in our lab. At this time, I spoke to him regarding the removal
of this table.

To date, the table is still here taking-up valuable laboratory space.
I would appreciate your cooperation on this matter as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Dr. A.K. Kleinschmidt

AKK/mr

P.S. If we do not hear from you soon, we will assume that you do not
want the table.



HARVARD UNIVERSITY
PIERCE HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

@ 608- FeO?

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED PHYSICS
HOWARD W. EMMONS
ABBOTT AND JAMES LAWRENCE PROFESSOR OF ENGINEERING AND
GORDON MC KAY PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING42597

:

October 28, 1968

\
\ Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President

t Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass. 07154

y*
Dear Mr. Olsen:

I am writing to invite you and about 10 others to small luncheon
discussion at 12:30pm on Monday December 2nd, 1968 which is to be held
at:hy

\°
4

The MIT Faculty Club
Sloan Building - 6th Floor
50 Memorial Drive
Corner of Wadsworth Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

The subject will be a proposal for facilitating the process by which
new technological ideas are turned into viable industries of benefit to the
economy of Massachusetts. The central question is:

"Ig there any wisdom in making available State funds to
support the initial development of an idea, from its
initiation, to the point where its industrial application
can be funded through the usual financial channels?"

This project already has been discussed with some economists and
financial people and we now want the opinions of industrialists who
have successfully managed this transition.

I am attaching a copy of the invitation list. In addition to
several of your fellow industrialists, the participants will be members
and associates of a subcommittee on Research of the Govenor's Advisory
Committee on Science and Technology (GACSAT). It was to GACSAT that this
idea was originally proposed and the subcommittee is conducting a study
of its merits.

Please let me know if you can join us.

@ HWE: gb

Sincerely yours,

Wf
Howard W. Emmons
Chairman of subcommittee



a Invitation List

Mr. Samuel J. Davy, President
EPSCO Corporation
411 Providence Highway
Westwood, Mass. 02090

General Georges Doriot, President
American Research & Development Corporation
200 Berkeley Street
Boston, Mass.

Dr. David I. Kosowsky, President
Damon Engineering Inc.
240 Highland Ave.
Needham, Mass.

Dr. Allen Michaels, President
AMICON Corporation
25 Hartwell Ave.
Lexington, Mass.

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass. 07154

Dr. Dennis Robinson, President
High Voltage Engineering Corporation
South Bedford Street
Berlington, Mass.
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10-26-68New Kia Gorham, N. H.

Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass.

Gentlemen:

Would you please advise what modules you would Suggest, toSolve the following at the lowest cost, and Simplest manner possible.
Count pulses to three @igits-ie 000 to 999: Read these accumulatedpulses into a standard teletype printer using 5 level code, and runningat 60 wpm. when the couater has completed it's count, it should triggerthe printer, to print out the count, provide a space function, and resetthe counter to 000 to receive the next group of pulses. Alsp provisionShould be made to provide adjustable carriage return, and a line feed.
Pulses will normally be received from customer suppliedmeteorological transducers, which provide a number of pulses based on thevalue of the parameter being read. Each sensor will be read into thecounter in turn, through a stepping switch. The printer will print pulsesin engineering units. ie-028, 222, 003, etc. The counter reset function ofyour equipment should also be able to advance the stepping switch oneposition.
I hope I have provided sufficient information, but if there are

any questions, please contact me.

Yours very truly,

N.K.Thomps6n
Instrument Engineer



STANDARD PRUDENTIAL UNITED
CORPORATION

LOUIS J. CAPPELLI
Vice President

October 25, 1968

Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Re: MERGER

Dear Mr. President:

We were very interested to see your name appearing in
Computer Industry Annual. Since we have worked together
successfully with firms in the computer field, you may be
equally interested in seeing the enclosed data on our
company.

Starting with one of the nation's largest independent
commercial finance companies, Standard Prudential has growninto a multi-product, diversified industrial company. We
are engaged in finance, leasing, engineering, mining, manu-
facturing, construction and fur marketing. Our working
capital is approximately $60 million, total shareholders'
equity exceeds $22 million and our shares are traded on the
New York Stock Exchange.

SPUC is conmitted to growth internally and through
acquisition. Each company offers new horizons and
challenges, adding to the base from which further growth
springs forth. Each endeavor complements and cross-feeds
other areas. We have had thousands of clients whose
activities could be improved by the various services
offered by your company.

Your company's growth could be measurably enhanced
with realization of full sales and financial potential byaffiliation with us. Won't you please call or write to

C77 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017

Telephone: 922-4660

5 P

CORP:ORATION
UNITED

arrange for an appointment? It may very well be an important
step toward faster growth for your company.

Cordially,

Vice President
LJC /KA
Encl.



STANDARD PRUDENTIAL UNITED CORPORATION
6

INDICATED Div.USTED
NYSE SPU 90.66

RECENT PRICE PRICE RANGE (1968)
aa" - 13°

YIELD
18

A RELATIVELY SMALL COMPANY, BUTRAPIDLYEXPANDING BY MEANS OF ACQUISITION OF SMALL INDUSTRIAT.
COMPANIES, THE SPECULATIVE STOCK PROVIDES A HIGH CURRENT YIELD

(9/30/67)

20
Shs. ($1)-3,451,573

Camas

0.165Q 6/15 6/30

BACKGROUND:

(000
Dett $57,674 70.9
Minority int. 266 0s
Subs. Pid, 1.4Com.

FINANCE YOO
17 -391 21.4

«Qu. (3731 9/30 12/31
66 0.20 0,20 N.C. N.C.

0.21 0,03 0.06 40.1067
68 0.12

DIVIDENDS: Record Payable
0.165Q 3/15/67 3/31/67

9/300.1835Q 9/15
0.165Q 12/18 12/31

O53 - oz 0.165Q 3/15/68 3/31/68
033 03310331033 033 035, 037 040 044 060 064 0651066

Incorporated on May 6, 1966 the company ts a holding
company of Standard Financial (over 98% owned) and Standard
Prudential (100%), the former dating back to 1932, Standard
Financial Corp. is engaged in financing sales obligations,
receivables and inventories of manufacturers, jobbers, and
individuals; it also makes consumer loans. Since 1954 an
active policy of acquisition has been pursuedwhich accounts

for a large part of its growth. In 1964 it formed Standard
Prudential whose function was to acquire successful snd
growing industrial companies. In 1964 Prudential acquired
Fabrics by Joyce, Inc. and in 1965 purchased Templon
Spinning Mills Inc. In 1967 Southland Mower Co. and
United Communication Inc, were acquired.

RECENT OEVELOPMENTS:

In the first quarter of fiscal 1968, ended 9/30, volume
of the finance companies declined 7.6% to $64.4 million and
net sales of the industrial companies rose 3.0% to $12.8
million. The combined gross income declined 18.5% to $4.7
million and though all categories of expenses were reduced,

net income declined sharply. Too, preferred dividend re-
quirements were higher as was the minority interest and
per share earnings dropped 42.9% to $0.12. All categories
of loan receivables declined and the total was $92.4 million
vs. $121.3 million a year earlier.

PROSPECTS:

The majority of earnings for the holding company have
been from the finance operations of Standard Financial.
These earnings are likely to become less important as the
company is rapidly acquiring industrial firms. Too, the
finance operation has been reducing its volume. The manu-

facturing operation of Standard Prudential is expected to
enjoy good growth and it is expected that this area will
gain in importance. Though fiscal 1967 was disappointing,
the aggressive acquisition policy aided by funds generated
by reduced loan volume adds hope,

STATISTICS

marcas ms ome4

2.2 688 42.9 633 18.8 1,147 0.53 0.35 6s 5.9
57 2.7 851 42.8 697 1. 0.58 0,37 é- 5° 10.2 6.2
58 4.2 36.9 827 33.3 1,471 0.54 0.407 s. 5° 13.2 5.6
59 1,590 39.2 1,102 37.9 1,565 0.69 0.44 9 12.8 5.0

8.3 2,640 31.8 1,266 62.1 1,860 0.67 0.48 12 é 16.7 43

b62 2,075 115.9 187-12"61 3,872 30.7 1,708 94.6 2,088 0.76 0.50 66 19° - 2.6 3260

14.8 4,775 27.1 2,150 0.86 0.56 66 17.8 3.7
63 16.7 28.6 2,378 2,383 0.88 0.60 68 16* 16.0 43
64 2,106 111.915,2 4,752 25.4 2,423 0.77 0.64 14° 28 17.7 4.7
65 16.2 5,009 2,246 116.3 2,558 0.77 0.65 15.3 5.5

0.66 330 70.6 4.7
Note: All figures are for Standard Financial through 6/30/66, thereafter for Standard Prudential United on new fiscal year
ending 6/30, a-Plus 1/10 sh. Strauss-Duparquet stock worth 2-1/2c. b-Includes Phoenix and Rock for entire year.

INCORPORATED: May 6, 1966 - N.Y.

PRINCIPALOFFICE. 277 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

TRANSFER AGENT: Bankers Trust Co, New York

ANNUAL MEETING: Third Tuesday in April
NO. OF STOCKHOLDERS: 7,069

REGISTRAR: Chase Manhattan Bank, New York

OFFICERS
CHAIRMAN:

T. H. Sithert
=. M. Brandriss

PRESIOENT:

SECRETARY:
INSTT. HOLDINGS: NO; 11

SHS. 222,900 TREASURER: A, W, Brown
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AMPHENOL

SPACE AND MISSILE
SYSTEMS

9201 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE » CHATSWORTH, CALIF. 91311 TEL: 213-341-0710 + TWX 910-494-1211

October 24, 1968

Mr. K. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen,

Thank you for your recent inquiry in response to our advertisement.
The enclosed booklet, "Oceanographic Products Guide," will give you
a brief description of some of the products for this expanding market.
Because of the newness of the market and its special applications, we

invite you to discuss your special requirements with us. Also enclosed
is our pamphlet, "Creative Capabilities in Interconnection Systems;" it
should provide some insight to our capability.
Our speciality is to understand and solve your electrical interconnection
problems; and to this end, we have complete manufacturing facilities to
manufacture what we design.

We appreciate your interest in Amphenol Space and Missile Systems and
we look forward to serving you in the very near future.

Very truly yours,

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

CE Lo? At
Bennett W. Brachman
Marketing Manager
Space and Missile Systems

BWB:vjj
Enclosures

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION + THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION
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HYDROSPACE RESEARCH CORPORATION

5541 NICHOLSON LANE
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852 RECEIVED

AREA CODE 301

OCT25 1968

KENNETH H. OLSEN

942-9000

23 October 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
1146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

ATTENTION: Mr. Kenneth K. Olson
President

SUBJECT: Hydrospace Research Corporation Purchase
Order No. 11110

REFERENCE: HRC letter dated June 19, 1968°

Gentlemen:

The reference letter discussed the many problemswhich our San Diego Division incurred with two PDP-9 computer
systems ordered under the subject purchase order. The letterstated that unless said problems were cared for promptly, itwould be necessary for us to terminate the subject purchaseorder for default.

Since the date of the reference letter, DEC has ex-
pended considerable efforts to correct the problems in the
computer system. As of this date we hereby state that it is
no longer our intention to terminate the subject purchaseorder for default. We will be forwarding, in the near future,
a check for 95% payment on the subject purchase order. The
5% will be paid upon completion of some minor items which areStill outstanding.

Even though we are releasing payment to you, we
want you to know that as a result of the problems with the
PDP-9 systems, we have had to delay our delivery date to the
Navy. When the systems are finally delivered, they will be

A SUBSIDIARY OF gyeGrG



HYDROSPACE RESEARCH CORPORATION

Digital Equipment Corporation
23 October 1968
Page 2

to widely scattered Navy field locations. We trust that in
the interest of maintaining good customer relations with the
Navy, EG&G, and HRC, DEC will provide adequate and prompt sup-
port as and when requested, even after any normal guarantee/
warranty period may have formally expired.

Yours very truly,
HYDROSPACE RESEARCH CORPORATION

f

Edward C. ReadingDirector of Administration
ECR: raw

cc: U.S. Navy
REWSON Project Support Office
Code 06R

Mr. Robert Carmichael
DEC
Anaheim, California
Jack Donahue, Esq.
EG&G, Inc.



NORTHWEST CONSULTANT OCEANOGRAPHERS, INC
459 HAMILTON AVENUE + PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94301

TELEPHONE CODE 415-321-5057

October 21, 1968

Mr. Ken Olson
Digital Equipment Corporation ;

146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olson:

Although you may not have traditionally considered the field of
oceanics as an area of particular significance in the company's
near term future, this rapidly emerging field may hold selected
opportunities for DIGITAL EQUIPMENT.

Identification and evaluation of such opportunities requires ex-
perience, however, and to this end Northwest Oceanographers is

P-804 describing a corporate planning program for oceanography.
proposing to Serve as your ad hoc corporate planning staff and
authorities on oceanography. We are enclosing our proposal No.

Northwest Oceanographers' staff comprises over a dozen
doctoral-level oceanographers and other business specialists, and
has completed numerous consulting assignments for corporate and

government clients.

We feel that the proposed program provides a singular oppor-
tunity for a company to avail itself of a vast body of knowledge and

experience at a minimum cost. We would appreciate your review
of our proposal and qualifications.

€

Very truly yours,

NORTHWEST CONSULTANT OCEANOGRAPHERS, INC.

Valerio . Giannini, Vice President
: VLG/at
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October 17, 1968

Mr. Arthur Bushnell, Sales Manager
Alvah Bushnell Company
925 Filbert Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

Dear Mr. Bushnell

st has just been brought to my attention that your company
forwarded to Digital Equipment Carporation, without an invoice,
purchase order, or request by Digital Equipment Corporation,
one hundred P-514 letter size, 1-3/4" expansion File Pockets

@ at an invoice price of $31.72.

In view of the fact that our company at no time ordered the
aforementioned items, we have retained same at our plant for
your disposal. These iteme may be picked up or we would be
most happy to mail them back to you at your expense.

If we do not hear from you as to the disposition of these itens,
within one week from this date, we shall assume that you have no
interest in these items and therefore we shall dispose of them.

Very truly yours,
DIGITAL ECUIPMENT CORPORATION

Edward A. Schwartz
General Counsel

BAS 3:0



STATEMENT

e@ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY
925 Filbert Street . Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Date 10/2/68

Digital Equipment Corp.

Maynard, Mass. 01754

DATE REFERENCE CHARGES BALANCE

6/17/68 Mrs. Elsa C. Catlson 31.72

Our 87th Year making
better Filing Containers

Sold to: 146 Main St. Verte xD

Thank You. ..

For Youn Patronage
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EXPANDING FILE POCKETS EXPANDING PORTFOLIOS:

AREA CODE 215 WALNuT 2-3533
Founded 1876

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY
925 FILBERT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA, 19107

October 4, 1968
Our 92nd Year

Mrs. Elsa C. Carlson
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Mrs, Carlson:

Once again we ask you to give your prompt attention to the enclosed
statement covering your order for filing containers.

In order to maintain your credit rating for possible future orders on
open account, we urge you to send us your check immediately.

You can understand that because of the considerable number of months
that have elapsed since the date of our shipment, we are concerned
about this long overdue account.

Gardially yours,

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY

AB/st
enc.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ September 26, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY

To: Ed Schwartz FROM: Ken Clsen

This company sent a sample filing envelope to Elsa several months ago (which she just
threw away because she didn't like it), and then sent two boxes of the same envelopes
to her without an order or purchase requisttion. We kept them in the back room (where
a few may have disappeared).

I think this is a fraudulent business, and suggest that we don't pay them, or, at most,
send them a letter suggesting that they pick them up at Elsa's office if they would like
to. We will not mail them back!

Ken
ecc

OIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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EXPANDING PORTFOLIOSEXPANDING PILE POCKETS
AREA CODE 215 WALNUT 2-3533

Founded 1876

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY
925 FILBERT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA, 19107
September 9, 1968
Our 92nd Year

Mrs. Elsa C, Carlson
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St,
Maynard, Mass, 01754

Dear Mrs, Carlson:

We are enclosing a statement covering our shipment of filing
envelopes. Because several months have elapsed since the date
of shipment, naturally we are most anxious for you to take care
of this over-due account. If there has been any dissatisfaction
with your order, please let us know promptly.

Please be assured that your business is very much appreciated
and we look forward to hearing from you within the next week.

Cordially yours,

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY

Arthur Bushnell, Sales Manager

AB/bp
enc.



STATEMENT
Our 87th Year making

_ better Filing Containers
:

ALAR BUSHNELL COMPANY
one

925 Filbert Street Philadelphia 7pic :

:

Date 8/30/68 4 4 4Q00
:

Le :

Digital Equipment Corp.

Maynard, Mass. 01754to:
146 Main St. nycco

Uerte
:

Thank You. ..

Fou Your "Patronage

DATE REFERENCE CHARGES BALANCE

17/68 Elsa C, rlson 31.72
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REFER TO
FOUNDED 1876 INVOICE NUMBER 68-3477

:

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY :

PANDING FILE POCKETS 925 FILBERT STREET * PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107. * (215) WAuNuT 2-3533 PREPAID ADD

YOUR ORDER NO. Mrs. Elsa C. Carlson : YOUR ORDER NO. F.0.8. PHILADELPHIA.

; UPS 1.97
C P. 524 letter size, 3-1/2" expansion 31.72

P- 534 letter size, 5-1/4" expansion

P- 516 legal size, 1-3/4" expansion

P- 526 legal size, 3-1/2"" expansion

P- 536 legal size, 5-1/4" expansion

MANUFACTURERS OF RED ROPE FIBRE ENVELOPES i.

C.0.0.

Se Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.

T 1Maynard, Mass.017549

DATE ENTERED TERR. SM. SHIPPED VIA PIECES PREPAID COUECT CHARGES DATE SHIPPED DATE BILLED

16/12/6 DM UPS 1.97 6/17/68 6/17
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT

VERTEX EXPANDING FILE POCKETS:
29.75100 P- 514 letter size, 1-3/4" expansion

:

:

FLAT AND EXPANDING FOR CARRYING AND FILING PAPERS.
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VERTICAL EXPANDING

EXPANDING PORTFOLIOSEXPANDING FILE POCKETS

AREA CODE 215 WALNuT 2-3533
Founded 1876

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY
925 FILBERT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107

This sample Vertex File Pocket you requested
marks the beginning of the end of filing drudgery -

The No. 1 enemy of good and efficient filing is overcrowding - beautiful
steel cabinets have been built - scientific systems have been designed -

but the trouble comes with the use of FLAT - lack of capacity - folders
You know only too well what then happens: round-bottom, slouching,

bulging folders with indexes dropping out of sight with the result that
finding papers becomes tedious and difficult.

Vertex Pockets are a simple solution. They expand as papers are added,
not taking up any more space than is required. They stand squarely in
the file drawer with indexes always at proper height and fully visible.
Their use calls for no study on the part of the file clerk - no change
whatever in your system - you just put them in and enjoy them.

Important: You can use them right along with flat manila folders - if at
first you do not wish to fully equip, but only want to use them where they
are a positive MUST for the heavier, overcrowded divisions of your files.

Yes, they are tough and long-wearing. They can be continued in the
active files year after year -- and you can then use the cheap, flat folders
for transfer.

Save filing time and tempers - Save money -

Use the enclosed price-order card. You will be pleased and you will end
filing drudgery.

Cordially yours,

(Pret
ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY

P. S. Note the closed half-height sides. Papers are contained and protected.



ORDER CARD AND PRICE LIST
BUSHNE!L Expanding "VERTEX" File Pockets

SPECIFY QUANTITY, SIZE AND EXPANSION

@- LETTER SIZE-9'%2 x 11% <
25-499 500 UP

QUAN. EXP PER 10 PER 10
1%" $29.75 $24.50
3 Ve

a 36.75 29.85
5%" 44.00 35.60

> LEGAL SIZE-9% x 14%

QUAN. EXP.
25-499 500 UP
PER 100 PER 100

1%" $36.50 $29.60
3 2

ae 42.50 34.50
5Y" 49.75 41.60

* *

ANGULAR METAL TABS
25-499 500 UP

PER 100 PER 100

$7.75 $6.95
*No Price Increase Since 1958. F.O.B. Phila.

FIRM

STREET ADDRESS

cITY STATE ZIP CODE

QUAN

o AND POSITION OF PERSON ORDERING:



FIRST CLASS
Permit No, 18611
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp necessary if mailed in the United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY-

ALVAH BUSHNELL COMPANY
925 FILBERT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107
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sensus internatienal

October 17, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

As president of one of the major electronics
manufacturers in the United States, you should
be using Sensus to keep abreast of the electronics
industries and markets throughout the world.

The enclosed brochure describes Sensus, its
scope and its value.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Since

C. Gerald Diamond
President

Att.
CGD:ke

712 Montgomery Street San Francisco, California 94111 (415) 989-6973



CANADIAN ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
MONTREAL VANCOUVER

MONTREAL OFFICE: SUN LIFE BUILDING - MONTREAL 2P.Q.
AREA CODE S14-868-2764

October 15, 1968.

Kenneth H, Olsen, Esq.,
President,
Digital Equipment Corporation,
146 Main Street,
MAYNARD, Mass. 01754.

Dear Ken:

Just a note to thank you again for your hos-
pitality last Friday to Arden Boland, Peter Smith and Doug
Wallace of Central Dynamics, and myself. Needless to say,
we were all impressed with both the complexity of the woolen
mill and the simplicity of DEC's designs! I hope there will
be an opportunity for DEC and Central Dynamics to work
together in the future.

Sincerely,

D

GDS:hv



SYSTEMS, INC.,76 CAMBRIOGE STREET, BURLINGTON, MASS. 01803 TELEPHONE (617) 272-4417

October 15, 19RECEIVED
OCT i 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation KENNETH H. OLSEN
150 Main Street
Maynard, massachusetts
Gentlemen:

Tnis letter will serve to introduce you to Systems, inc., a
consulting and data processing firm headquartered in Providence,
Rhode Island, with a recently onened Branch Office at the above
address.

The firm was founded almost two years ago by several top
systems engineers from IBM Corporation. I recentiy joined the
firm to head up the Boston Regional Office from CHIR, Inc., where
I was Manager of Business Systems. At CEIR, I managed a largestaff of programmers and systems analysts and conducted seminars
on Management Systems throughout the United States.

We are currently serving clients such as Texas Instruments,
Acushnet Process Company, Puritan Life Insurance Company and the
Cambridge Research Laboratories of the United States Air Force.

We believe that our services are of large benefit to the EDP
user as the cost of consulting services can be more than offset by
the savings in computer time and can also make operating management
more effective.

I would welcome the opportunity to call on you at your con-
venience to discuss your present information systems program and
possibly now we can be of service to you.

Very truly

William R. Moriarty
Boston Regional Manager

WR /S0

CORPORATE OFFICE: PROVIDENCE, R. 1, 401-272-0840 BRANCH OFFICE: WORCESTER, MASS., G17 9
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THE PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION NORWALK, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

CHESTER W. NIMITZ, JR. pResivENt October 15, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olson, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olson:

Through the efforts of Richard Hill, your
Regional Service Manager for this area, twenty of our
service engineers have been trained in the use of your
PDP-81 computer. We offer this computer, coupled to an
analog interface, with our Model 270 Mass Spectrometer.

From reports I have received, it is clear that
Dick's extra curricular training activity, presented as it
was with great enthusiasm and competence, will help us
to do a better job installing and servicing this system
involving Digital Equipment Corporation and Perkin-Elmer
equipment.

Thanks for a job well done.

Yours truly,

A

Cr
CWN:hmj



SOUTHWEST BEVERAGE COMPANY
LAKE CHARLES, INC.

WHOLESALER OF
BUDWEISER ° BUSCH BAVARIAN MICHELOB

1225 HODGES ST.
LAKE CHARLES,
LOUISIANA 70601

October 14, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:
I read with interest the article on your Company in a recentedition of Business Week. I was intrigued for a number of
reasons, not the least of which was your association with GeneralDoriot whose lectures I had the privilege of attending at theBusiness School some years ago.
The business purpose of this letter is to inquire as to whether

ment for numbers is driving us wild and we know that, in certainisolated instances, other A/B wholesalers have, in part anyway,broken the back of this problem through the purchase of obsolescent
IBM equipment, the cost of which was not sufficiently prohibitiveto make the economics a complete shambles. The IBM representa-tives here, however, have been unable to come up with any feasible
plan for the introduction of their equipment into my operationand have lost interest.

the equipment your organization manufactures has found its wayinto distribution oriented companies. The ever growing require

Thus, the reason for my query. The needs of our companies are
very real but our business volume insufficient to justify ex-
pensive high capacity equipment. If you feel some of your
equipment might be adaptable to the requirements of a distribution
operation, I would most appreciate your informing me of theindividual in your Company with whom I should communicate.

Cordially yours,
@
R. A. Marriner

RAM: jd



State of New Jersey
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

POST OFFICE BOX 2768
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY os62s

PAUL N. YLVISAKER, COMMISSIONER

October 1h, 1968

Digital Eauipment Corp.
c/o Kenneth Olson, President
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Sir:
You are cordially invited to send one or two representatives to a meeting of

responsible government officials and representatives of the computer manufacturing
and service industry to discuss the application of computer and data handling
technology to local government operations in New Jersey counties and municipalities.

The meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1h, 1968 in the Department
of Community Affairs Conference Room on the second floor at 363 West State Street
in Trenton, New Jersey. It will start at 9:30 A.M., with coffee available then, and
continue until 4:30 P.M. There will be no fee for the meeting, and lunch will be on
your own to prevent any embayéSsments to any of the meeting participants. A tentative
agenda is attached, and we would appreciate your advance questions both on the topics
planned and those of interest to you which we may have left out. The Thursday date
was selected so that Friday continuation of discussion can be scheduled if it seems
needed during the Thursday sessions.

The invitation list includes, to the best of our knowledge, all the major man-
ufacturers of computer equipment and all data processing and software firms who are
located in New Jersey or who have expressed a desire to do business with New Jersey
State and Local Governments. We hope your representatives will be able to attend
and participate.

Our purpose in calling this meeting is to discuss the needs of local govern-
ments with the industry, to enlist industry aid and cooperation in meeting these needs,
and to advise industry of how we are endeavoring to set minimum standards of performance
to insure quality computer and data processing services for New Jersey's local govern-
ments.

Sincerely,

Aileen Cavanagh
Chief, Research & Analysis

inc.



Application of Computer and Data Handling Technology to Local
Government Operations in New Jersey Counties and Municipalities.

Tentative Agenda

November 1h, 1968
Dept. of Community Affairs Conference Room

9:00-9:30

9:30

10:00-12 Noon

1:30-2:30

2:30-3:00

3:00-4:00

h:00-l: 30

end Floor
363 W. State St.

Trenton

Coffee

Introduction to purpose of meeting and briefing
on status of application of computer and data
handling technology to local government opera-
tions in New Jersey Counties and Municipalities.
Policy of State, via Division of Local Finance.
Resources of State and Local Government.
Data Base Concept.

Panel. Applications discussed will include:
Procurement Policies & Quality Control; Courts;
Financial Administration; Statistics and
Community Information; Real Property Tax
Administration; Welfare; Physical Planning;
Economic Planning; Social Planning; Transpor-
tation Planning; Education Planning; Employment
(Manpower Planning); Housing

Discussion

Summary

Small Meetings by Interest
Where Do We Go From Here?
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a NEW FRONTIER Ct RPORATION
OL A

SEOUL, KOI A
MAILING ADDRESS RADIOGRAM ADDRESS

SUNGDONG P. O. Box 7 "NEWFRONTIER SEOUL"

October 12, 1968

President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main MaynardMassachusetts
Dear Sirs:
it is with a pleasure forwardin;: inquiry to you on yoursries computers as hown Ls. Blectronics magazines,
January &, 1968 issue.
We are interested in evaluating market potentiality of the
computers among the industries Norea. tt wild be mecessar)
you to forward complete informa: on this series; charac-
teristics, price, delivery sche. 'e, payment terms and condi-
tions, weight, catalogs and othc supplemental information
deemed necessary.
Further you may provide other i : srmation on your products
which you like to market in this ountry. Receiving your
information we will study about e market feasibility of other
your products.
We may later discuss about bein;; our distributor or represen-tative when the mariet potentia is fourd in Korea.
Under separate cover copies of + Llectronic Industry in Korea.
Today recently prepared by this are being sent for
your reference. We hope this ook iet will give you some guide

ration
on this industry in this country.
We will be much appreciated if 3: information be heard at
near future.

:

Sinc 'ely yours,

:
:Jo

Pres
EbDJ/te

NEW FRONTIER IN THE ANCED INDUSTRIES



MEMORANDUMtor.

CATE: October 4, 1968

Ken Olsen =Rom: Lee D. Butterworth
Win Hindle
Bob Saveij
Pete Koch

TS:

it is with regret that I hand in my resignation as of Friday, Cciober 4, 1968. I wish to thank

« good asseciction, and one that I will never to start with ine comsany
from its birth and see it grow and be a pari of that grewsa, gives one a feeiing ofo saving
accomplisned a great deal.

I wish io point out some observations + i nave mace : of thei r
criticisms. Iam sure there are others witain ine comoany wae will fal into a!

criticism.

the company for the opportunity given to me over that nave oeen in
wit Digital naan most Part a wonderful excerienceEquipment orporavion.

used asa
mese oT

One of my criticisms is the manner in which raises, and transfers are being made

{or not made). A person who has been emsioyed for a nurses of years loses on average in-
creases, because new employees are brought in at a Aigner

:case every year. Why can't a
percentage increase be used each year to increase the case or cost of living?

The method of upgrading in DEC ix not very clear, The manager should have ihe say
as to what he wants to pay his people as long as it fai s within the prescribed wage range ana

limits and job descriptions of departmenis.

:

his budge7. A Personnel board shouid noi sit and individuals but should conrroi me wage

Transfers are either upward, downward or lateral, but as no increase in wages is given for a

a different or higher position. (See "Digitai and You" : 28.) Contrary statemenis.
i would like to state my own case as an example of the above.

transfer, according to personnel and others, there isn't mucn ncentive for a person to try for:

Having been here a good many years, my base wage s ower than it should be. I was made

Manufacturing Manager of the Digiial Test Systems group. This was a definite upward move
and a significant wage increase should have accompanied the upgrade. It did not, even at
regular review time. The department closed and 1 looked fer a lateral transfer. The
Personnel Department had no record of my having ceen anything other than a Staff Engineer.
In accepting the position of Adminisirative Assistant i was ied to believe that this was a lateral
move and that once in the department, something cou'd b2 cone about making up the wages I

should have received as Manufacturing Manager. NOTHING WAS DONE, and in my own

opinion, this position is far from being a laterai move.

mDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION «6 MAYNARD, MASSACHUS



I decided to iook for a position within the company which would utilize my abilities and at
the same time benefit the company. 1 decided on the Traditional Product Line in a design
engineering capacity - this job was advertised in the paper. I interviewed for this position
through Personnel and was offered the job. I asked them to make an offer. THEY WOULD
NOT MAKE AN OFFER, BUT WANTED ME FOR THE 5OB ANYWAY.

Resignation - 2 -

I nad received two outside offers for almosi $3,000 more per year. I reasoned that my worth
to DEC in the Traditional Product Line was at least $1,500 saore/year, which was a bargain
to the company and of great benefit to me.

In my opinion the last situation shouid have been avoided. Ia similar cases, DEC pays more:

for someone to come in off the street to Ti a position, rarher than upgrade, (wage-wise) irora

I have accepted a position with Perkin-Elmer Corp. in Norwalk, Conn., as Senior Production
Engineer of a brand-new Digital Branch, within the Instrument Division. I will have the
complete responsibility for having their Analytical test equipment interfaced with computers
(DEC's included, of which they have at east 2), and additional responsibility in the manu-
facture of a Laser device and IC tester.

lam looking forward toa very challenging future for myself, and I am sure yours wiii be also.

K7 17

bwf



WHDEK
Radio

50 MORRISSEY + BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS o2125 AREA CODE 617 2e8-S000

tn October 1, 1968

Digital Equipment
Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Olsen:

We enjoyed an excellent response to our letter of
September 6th to important regional companies. Several
have already sent us material which we have been happy to
pass on to the public.

Some companies have questioned us as to specific iden-tification procedure. Frankly, we are not set up to make
voice print identification; so we would appreciate simplythat you send us a letter designating those people authorized
to release information to us. This will enable us to insure
no unauthorized releases.

We look forward to good news.

Very truly yours,

Howard W. Reynolds

CES emire

HWR-RAL/spa

TEULEVIS t ONq CHANNEL O: AM 860 x 3 waTts + FM



Maynard Community Chest
MUNICIPAL BUILDING

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

30 September 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard Mills
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I, in behalf of the Maynard Community Chest, wish to thank
you for appearing as our guest at the first annual ''Kick Off" luncheon.

I would also like to express our appreciation to the

Very truly yours,

Robert L. Lalli
1969 Campaign Chairman

Digital Equipment Corporation and its employees for the cooperation
extended to the Maynard Community Chest in its first annual drive.

/eld
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Steet

James E, Meinhard, Ph, D, .
RECEIVED

12472 Ranchwood Road SEP23 1968

KENNETH A. OLSEN
Santa Ana, California 92705

September 20, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Mr,. Olsen:

Your advanced position in the field of instrumentation and elece
tronic systems has prompted me to offer you a promising route of
development which should be compatible with your present products
and highly profitable. It is a new solid state technology that
converts smell directly into an electronic read-out. You are no
doubt aware that thus far solid state detectors have been devel-
oped for just about everything, except smell. Consequently the
market potential of this invention, both commercial and military,
should be quite substantial.

Enclosed is a prospectus describing the invention and possible
systems embodiments applicable to its use. Also enclosed, and
appended thereto, is a list of potential markets suggesting types
of systems areas which might be secured by exclusive license. I
believe that a modest investment could have a profitable enter-
prise underway in one to two years depending on -the degree of
sophistication required.

I would be happy to hear from you further if you have any inter-
est in the exciting possibilities of this new technology.

Respectfully,

J, 2, hue
James E. Meinhard



GALLERY GRAPHICS

314 Upper Mountain Avenue
Upper Montclair, N. J.
September 23, 1968

Dear Mr. Olsen:
A number of companies such as Alcoa, the Chase

Manhattan Bank, and IBM have formed collections of
original works of art. The purpose of these collec-
tions could be investment, tax deduction, or publicrelations, but the dividend comes from the pride and
pleasure of members of the organization, as well as
from attention and respect from the public.

For starting a collection, the medium most
highly recommended by museums and professionals is
that of original prints. These are signed, limited-
edition etchings, lithographs, woodcuts, serigraphs,
large or small, black and white or full color, each
one executed by the artist himself. Prints are
especially suitable for public buildings because they

@ are decorative, easy to arrange, and difficult to
damage. In some firms, employees are invited to bor-
row from the collection to decorate individual offices.

I sell graphics by established American and Euro-
pean artists and, as a dealer-member of the Print
Council of America, I uphold the standards for original
prints set by that organization. Prices of these
prints, set by the artists themselves, range from $25
to $125, making prints the least expensive form of
original fine art. Unlike larger galleries, I special-ize in very small editions of 1 to 50 impressions and
show these in the settings where they will be displayed.Prints also make unusual and thoughtful gifts to custo-
mers or patrons, and it is possible to purchase an
entire edition, a unique set of prints which can never
be duplicated.

I hope that I may have an appointment to show
these prints to you.

Sincerely yours,
(Mrs. MarLlo ame

PRIVATE PLACEMENT OF ORIGINAL WORKS OF ART BY APPOINTMENT (201) 744-9179
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CENT

745 TIF) YQRK, N.Y. 10022 421-2203
WELLS BLDG, - RANCISCO, CALIF, 94104 392-0756

iIN-BOCK CHAN, DIRECTOR CABLE ADDRESS: INPROCEN NEW YORK
» C. SHUM, DIRECTOR CABLE ADDRESS: INPROCEN SAN FRANCISCO

NUE

These are te first issues of a Singapore newsletter,
which you wili be receiving monthly from the Singapore
Investment 'enter. The enclosed folder will permit
you to file each issue for quick and convenient reference,

Our aim is tv acquaint you--in brief, readable install-
ments--with Singapore: its geography, labor force,
economic ani political stability, investment incentives,
and port facilities.

In the past five years, some 170 foreign companies have
invested more than $100, 000, 000 in manufacturing and
export operations in Singapore. If your firm is
interested in selling to the Southeast Asia market of
120, 000, 000 people, or in establishing a secure export
'base for markets around the world, Singapore deserves
your attenticn.

:

You'll like doing business in Singapore--where successful
enterprise has been a way of life for 150 years.

Singapore Investment Center
Chan

Director

6 OF: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD, SINGAPORE



I IIII UNTEEBMEC
INTERFACE MECHANISMS 5503 232nd Street S.W., Mountlake Terrace, Washington 98043 (206) 774-4156

September 19, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Ken:
I very much appreciate the time you were able to

spend with Jack Flynn and me talking about our Dual
Image Recorder,

You may have already had a moment to reflect on
my question of potential improvement in computer efficiency
based on message (unit or record) vs. character-at-a-time
processing in a time sharing application where data rates

expressed frustration at not being able to rationalize
various opinions on this concept.

are pushed up to 120 characters per second inbound and
40 characters per second outbound. As you may recall I

It still seems more efficient to move each differ-
ent customers' potatoes from the front door to the storage
bins handling a bag at a time, than just one potatoe at a
time.

I would also like to remind you of our interest in
the keyboard information and will look forward to receivingdetails on whom we should contact.

Again, many thanks for the opportunity to meet andvisit with you. I would cordially invite you to stop in
and see our operation if you happen to be in the Seattle
area.

Warm regards, .

M. Dilling
MRD/jj

@ cc: David Slotnick



DATRON INC.
P.O. BOX 738

FRAMINGHAM, MASS. 01701
TEL. 617-881-3160

September 17, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
145 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754
Dear Ken:

As I recently discussed with you on the telephone,I am enclosing a copy of Datron's proposal package submittedin response to Digital Equipment Corporation's specificationsdated July 26, 1968.
Within the next two weeks, I plan to advise you and

perhaps to arrange a convenient time for you to witness the
operation of the basic functions of our printer. In the
interim, if there are any questions relative to the proposal,pricing, technical contents, delivery, or other matter, pleasefeel free to contact me.

I look forward to seeing you again soon in the verynear future.
Very truly yours,

Seldan A. Lazarot
President

SAL: js



September 17, 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
145 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Attention: kr. william Burns

Dear Ir. Burns:
Datron is pleased to submit the attached Proposal for a low cost

Medium Speed Communications/Line Printer in response to your request
of July 26, 1968.

Datron's kedium Speed Communications/Line Printer is currently
under development and is expressly designed for applications like those
of Digital Equipment Corporation. The fact that it can be used as a
computer output for either computing or communications

@ applications makes it possible to have only one printer in your product
line instead of two or more. The smvll sise and desk top mounting of
the Datron Printer make it particularly well suited to Digital Fquipment
Corporation's line of computers. In addition, the incluéion of
auxiliary storage within the printer's basic electronics substentially
reduces both the required number of signal lines and the buffer/controller
electronics.

In keeping with understandings reached during conversations with
Mr. Menno Koning, we are proposing a standard Datron printer, including
the mechanism and associated busic elactronics. ho buffer/controller
electronics are included in the proposal since they might take any of
several forms, depending upon Digital Equipment Corporation's detailed
requirements.

The proposed will contain 86 active columns, Datron's

feed, and arranged for 115 volts, 60 Hz power. Ko vertical format cone
trol unit will be supplied.
standard character font, lines per inch, sprocket driven paper

Datron can supply three prototype units for evaluation by Digital
Equipment Corporation at a price of $6,000.00 each. The first O these
three prototypes can be delivered in May 1969, with each of the
remaining two units deliverable during June and July 1968 respectively.
Production units will be available for de&ivery in the early part of the

@ fourth quarter of calendar 1969. This price and delivery will remain
firm for 60 days from this date.



Page 2
Digital Equipment Corporation

to be less 0506.00 each.
The price for a quantity of 50 to

described in the proposal, is expected10 printers
In quantities of 250 or more per year, the per unit price should be
less than $4000.00. Within the next few months, Datron will be able
to furnish firm prices.

development, and man
principals have collectively some 40 years of experience in the com-
puting and related industries and feel eminently qualified to provide
printers for Digital Equipment Corporation's need.

equipment.

As you will appreciate, this letter and the attached proposal isfor Digital Equipment Corporation only and is not to be disclosed
outside of Digital Equipment Corporation, or to be duplicated, used or
disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose other than to evaluatethis proposal.

Datron appreciates the opportunity to submit this proposal and
requests that Digital Equipment Corporation feel free to ask any
questions about the device at any time. Our plans include having an
operational device by mid October 1968, and we cordially invite you
and your associates to witness its operation at that time. We willlet you know in a few weeks to establish a convenient time for thisvisit.

Very truly yours,
DATRON INC.

abet HW. Cun
Robert H. Curtiss
Vice President

RKC: js
ec: Mr. Kenneth Olsen

Nr. Menno Koning



RECEIVED
SEP18 1968

GENERAL OFFICES TOLEDO, OHIO 43601

KENNETH H. OLSEN
EUGENE A. OSTER
Director Engineering Research
CorroRsaTE RESEARCH September 16, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

It was a pleasure to talk to you by telephone this morning and
receive an invitation to visit your offices in Maynard at 10:00 a.m.
on Friday, September 20, 1968.

As we discussed over the telephone, the purpose of this meeting
is for us to make you and your staff aware of the Owens-Illinois
program to evolve a plasma panel display product which now is in the
early stages of its development. We plan to show you a short 16
millimeter silent color movie showing an early panel operating with
a PDP-8S unit. Under proper conditions and assuming progress in
development, a few such panels might be available for your testing
in a few months should there be interest on the part of your firm.
These early samples will have 33 or 40 dots per inch resolution
(1000 - 1600 dots per square inch) and an active display area of a
four inch square (16 square inches).

We are looking for firms who will develop terminals around
our future display panels so that production sales of our component
can result. Any early information or technical requirements that
you care to give us regarding display panel needs for your develop-
ments would be appreciated. Your guidance is generally sought for
the use of the panel in the electronic-communication industry.

Accompanying me on this trip are Mr. Larry Hecht and Mr. Jon
Klotz from our new products organization. Larry is the project
manager for plasma panel business.



Owens-ILuinors
GENERAL OFFICES @ TOLEDO, OHIO 43601

EuGENE A. OSTER
Director Engineering Research
CoRPORATE RESEARCH

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen

September 16, 1968

Page 2

Only if you feel it appropriate, please feel free to invite
Dr. Samuel Bodman, Technical Director of American Research and
Development Corporation to attend.

Sincerely yours,

Aime
EAO: jh
cc: Ss. W. Bodman

J. W. Hackett
L. W. Hecht
J. W. Klotz
R. T. Wallace
File P-5a



RECEIVEDOwens-ILuinots
SEP 1 & 1968

GENERAL OFFICES (J) TOLEDO, OHIO 43601

KENNETH H. OLSEN
EUGENE A. OSTER
Director Engineering Research
CORPORATE RES CH September 16, 1968

Dr. Samiel W. Bodman, Technical Director
American Research and Development Corp.
John Hancock Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Dear Dr. Bodman:

Thank you for your letter of September 12 and the
descriptive booklets on your organization.

I was able to contact MY. Kenneth Olsen at D.E.C.
and arrange a future visit. Allow me to thank you for
your efforts in our behalf.

Also, it would be @ pleasure to. meet you personally
on one of the several times a year that business takes
me to Boston. I will attempt to make some mutually
satisfactory arrangements in the near future.

Sincerely yours,

EAO: jh
bec: Mr. Kenneth H. Ols



@ CUNNINGHAM-LIMP COMPANY
CUNNINGHAM-LIMP INTERNATIONAL + CUNNINGHAM-LIMP LIMITED

DESIGNERS * ENGINEERS » BUILDERS
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

1400 N. WOOOWARD AVE.-SIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN 4801! AREA CODE 313 * 647-6600

September 13, 1968

Mr. K. H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

We are pleased to enclose your personal copy of our recently published
book, "The Comprehensive Approach to Facility Expansion." As a top

find it helpful in planning for future growth and profits. It would
be a pleasure to send a copy to anyone else in your company that you
may designate.

executive of one of America's leading corporations, we think you will

Our engineering staff is available for consultation without obligation.
May we have the privilege of discussing our facilities and experience
with you?

Sincerely,
CUNNINGHAM-LIMP COMPANY

MEC: tm President
Enclosure



LOS ANGELES INCORPORATED CHICAGOMEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Hoy Mao
SAN FRANCISCO DEANWITTER & Co. NEW YORK

45 MONTGOMERY STREET + SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94106

TELEPHONE (415) 392-7211

September 12, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen,President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Congratulations are in order on the success of your recentNew Issue & Registered Secondary Offering of 315,000 shares DigitalEquipment Corporation Common Stock. The fine reception of theoffering evidences the high regard in which your company and its
management are held.

Dean Witter & Co. had a major underwriting position of8,500' shares and 7,200 shares for retail, which we distributed
among our various divisions as follows:

Northern Division (San Francisco) 430 sharesSouthern Division (Los Angeles) 50 sharesEastern Division (New York) 6,720 shares

7,200 shares
While we endeavored to give the issue wide distribution, Iknow you must be pleased with the heavy institutional demand in theeast as indicated above.

We are proud to be identified with this business in asubstantial way, and we continue an active interest in the marketfor your stock. Thank you again for including us among your majorunderwriters.

With kind regards,

Very truly yours,

A
Wendell W. Witter

WWW/hj



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND RECEIVED
20742 SEP 1 5 1968

COLLEGE PARK. MARYLAND

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES KENNETH H. OLSEN
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

September 11, 1968

Mr. K. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

You once requested that I bring to you any criticisms of
DEC products or performance.

The enclosed report contains such criticism of DEC per-
formance. It also contains recommendations whose implementation
would alleviate such criticism. Some of these recommendations
have not been discussed as fully as they might, either because
they involve personnel or because they involve your office too
closely. Further discussion is always possible.

I have enjoyed the opportunity to perform this task for
DEC. It has been, and remains, my favorite company. Do not
hesitate to call if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

B. Day
Professor

vi



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND

20742

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

September 11, 1968

Mr. Allan Titcomb
PDP-10 Marketing
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Allan:
Enclosed is my PDP-10 report. I do hope it is not dismissed

lightly, but is taken for what it is - the outcry of a dedicated
but disillusioned friend of the Corporation.

Please consider this letter of transmittal as an invoice t

against DEC Purchase Order No. 91714. Anything you can do to
expedite payment would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas B. Day
Professor

/vi
ee: (3) Peter L. Waldron
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1. Introduction

Wth the PPP-10, the Digital Equipment Corporation has a product
which almost itself, Almost - but not quite. For no poduct selis
itself to people. Only people sell products to people. And the closer
one comes to monopolizing a market ~ whether with the perfect product,
or through negligible completion (i.e. non-existent, or unintelligent) -

the more pitiless becomes the spot light of attention of the market on

the performance of those selling people, as well as performance of the

product. This lesson has been well exemplified over the past century

by the cases of the railroads, steel, gas and oil, automobiles, insurance,

airlines, communications, IBM. The fruits of that lesson are most care-

fully applied, at present, by the Telephone Companies, who are most

careful. of their people to people probleis.

Clearly, ve ure not interested in the aiti-trust aspects of these

esauples. Rather, they are mentioned to recall to mind the qualitatively
different attitadinal relationship which exists between these suppliers
aud their market compared to the supplier who has not yet "arrived",

With the ?pP-10, DEC has about arrived. While it has ncna-ncgligible
competition, it has a product well matched to a strorig market. Some

interesting proslems still remain in identification of market, manufac-

ture of product, costing, delivery, service aid support. Still, the most

important probl2ms have to do with how to cop? with success ~ and these

are qualitatively different from those involved in how to achieve success.

Some of tie most interesting problems aztendent on success are the

major questions facing the Corporation: how dig is big, and is it worth

it; how to budg2t (and finuicc) new technolog'; how dependent to be on
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suppliers; expension of market frontiers vs. supply problems; how to

continually challeuge your best people (assuming you can correctly -

identify and attract the best).
While these Corporation problems are recognized as being of prime

importance, they are only briefly touched on in passing. Rather, this

review concentrates on a single product - the. PDP-10. We will try to

consider the market for the product; the procuct itself; and DEC's per-

formance. We shall find that the market is «trong and virtually unex-

plored: that the product is good, although with some weak points: but

that DEC's performance is spotty at best, anc reveals some fundamental

problems,

The conc..usion is that the Corporation is not yet geared to cope

with the success which this product will genurate; and that it has very

little time to settle its internal difficult: .es while simultaneously

trying to consolidate and improve its market position.
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Market

A. General

The martet for the PDP-10 is that staced out in the broad central

portion of the spectrum extending from $100,030 to $1,000,000. DEC has a

firm grip on th lower (below $100K) end of tie purchasing power spectrum,

and as time and technology advance, this grip should be consolidated and

paralleled by siitable Corporation changes. EC has shown no interest in

pursuing the hizher (above $1M) end of the spectrum, and that single
decision accoun for its current success.

The incceasing importance of the central portion of the market

spectrum will come about from two opposing forces. Firstly, the accumu-

lation cf experience with very large systems (e.g. 6600, 1108, /75, etc.)
highlights, evei to the decision-making committees, that it will some

time before sofcware catches up with hardware; and, also, even when it
does, it will not do all jobs. The second force is a resurgent individ-
ualism of users, people who need and/or want "their" computers for "their"

job.
The comsination of these forces is re3ulting in more money appear-

ing in the centzal part of the market, and both directions should be con-

sidered in selling. On the one hand, monies vhich have been frozen in

anticipation of a big facility can be liquified in favor of a cheaper,

working facilty,. On the other hand, an incr2asing number of hard-driving
individualists tan somehow scrape up the wher? withal to do just a little
bit better.

In pursiing these two points of view, the potential warkets are

everywhere, In the domestic marketplace, the market level is the depart-



ment of a University; the bureau or division of a government Department;

the local branca of a large Corporation. In Canada and most of Western

Europe, it is individual Universities and companies; departments cf the

governments. In Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and South America, it is
the largest coupanies, and the whole government.

It is no accident that of the 20-odd PDP-~6's sold, two-thirds

were to researci-oriented Universities or companies. Of the PDP-10's

on order, more than half the customers are this type. They are all.
characterized by individuals making the decision for a PDP-10, as opposed

to a big committee. To the extent that remains true, cither because of

the individuals' own initiative, or because bigger comnittee delegates
the decision to a few knowledgeable people, TEC has an entré.

There i3 a price to be paid, however, for recognizing the PDP-10

market as knowledgeable, decision-making individuals.
Corporate image, its interface with this market, must consist cf >

types of people - and not only in sales. But also in research, advertis-

ing, product line, service, support - all shculd be oriented towards

handling individual people.

It is not as bad as it sounds, however. Doubling or tripling
present PDP-10 sales is still only talking about roughly 100 people -

about the number of people that each of these individuals deals with him-

self all the tine. So by temperament, persoral experience and reason,
these individuals, who collectively make up tie PDP-10 market place, are

net very sympatietic to a corporation which 2liberately, or otherwise,

L t is that the

loses sight of their individuality.



We now a few uyLic recompcndal ous aboul

of the PDP--10 market, and exposure of the product in that merket.

The advertising and renc1e] sales approaches must go fc1\ a.d on

two Jevels; bota, hevever, pointed tovaids tho cane k wa of andivadual.

On the one hard, che ko: tune Lrado; cn the otner, the Scicntif.c hesearch

trade. Campaigns on all levels include advertising, fairs, mectings with

working demonstrations, etc. On each level, there is domestic and foreign

activity; foreign specificaily including the smaller nations Like South

Awexica, hast karopo, Asia, Africa. Within ach such thet lies govetir

ment, industry, aud education (loosely speaking, Including research, etc.)
While none of this is particularly new, and most of it is already

evident to sume degice in DEC's performance, the additional emphasis on

individual identification, contact and follow through should be noted.

Vhet it implies is that DEC must give added cmphasis to its own individ
uals in the field - salemen, district sales end service menagers, eic.

These people must have a degree of confidence aud flexibility to match

the customer's, Otherwise (the current situction) sales opportuniiies
arc lost, locel iepresentatives aic by and DEC's repetation. be~

comes one of a cumbersome, centralized impersonal production facility.
Many of DEC's current problems in the markeiplace are due to

duplicated end snarled lines of conmand and communication. Besides that

segment of the market which you can break dovn and aggressively pursue,

there is also (large) fraction which comes to you, essentially unso-

Jicited. Such costomers wili be put cf{f and lost by inept or confused

1

3

handling. That is the current situacion.
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Since tiis is a flaw in Corporation parformance, rather than in

generation, ideitification or pursuit of market, we will put off further

discussion of it until section 4. We close tris part of this section with

the comrents that selling in any marketplace is a two-way proposition. DEC

is blessed with a ready-made market for the PDP-J0. The problem is not so

much in getting the Corporation message to the market, but of passing on

the market's cries of anguish to the corporation.

Physies Market.

The physics market follows the same breakdown as outlined above.

On the domestic scene, there is the governmert, industrial, end education

market.

The government market can be traced through the budget to national

laboratovics (AEC and NASA) and bureau and agency support (Applied Physics

Lab., weather bureau, NBS, NOL, etc.). Each of these is a potential 1

ket individual, or more.

The incustrial labs, e.g. Bell, RCA, Acrospace, etc. can probebly

be approached et several points, either within the same complex, or in

different parts of the country.

The edicational market includes not cnly University groups, but

should include future concern in elementary «nd secondary schools. Were

the use of time-sharing, CRT serviced statiors will blossom.

In the Universities, again one looks for research-dirccted with

enough money, 1eed and drive to get a computer. The sources of money are:

local; NST; AKC > NASA; ARPA.



For NSF, a list cf grantee dnstitutions of Centers of Excellence
ean be puisucd 15 each you. ts grented. She other mejor allocations, fro.
NSF are in astronowy, and in helping computer centers - both fruitful.
market points.

In AEC supported research, the annua] report which js publicly
available gives, particularly, the size of becgets supported. (fhe same

report also deals with national labs.)
Among tiose University groups sufficiently large to need comput-

ing will be cyclotron, high-encigy, plasma ai

Most NASA - University money goes to computer and to large
Space physics & Fanatiy, ARPA support which be rirhet for

Pbp-10's, is mainly in the materials researel interdisciplinery leboratorics.
All of these specifically physics markets are, of course, obvious

from the governncnt budget and/or company reports. In total, including

government labs, industrial labs and Univers'ty~hased research, there is

probably a starzing list of 50-100 individuals; among which there shonld

certainly be twinty or more salcs if aggressively and intelligently pur-

sued, ever in s vite of the deteriorating fiscal sicuation,
The priiciple need of this physics myrket is for a reasonably

cheap but power 'ul computer, ready for delivery. Thus, the PDP-10 should

have a relatively easy time in this market, vhere the only real competitior
the =-5. Di : starts with a good reputaticn in the market ~ one of mak-

ing computers eisily adaptible to physics eqiipment. The reputation does

not include exp rtise as cuch an compuicrs, Lut rathe: is for personal aid
honest dealing md service. Yt is unlikely that any company (except pos-

sibly CDC with he 6600) enjoys a reputation as expert in computers; such



a reputation would not be an overly valuable commodity, as it is too

2asily lost,
DEC shoald concentrate on delivering on its promises and reputa

tion. This is nore important to the individval physicist then any bell
and whistles, If the individual physicist who is sufficiently senior t
decide to buy a PDP-10 bases a research time schedule on DEC promises,
and then has that schedule delayed, that il] will can do more harm than

ten times the namber of salesmen will repair. The current PDP~10

advertising is juite good (although it shoul« be increased significantly
in coverage), 3ut the physics community, like most professional ones, is
rather tight knit; decisions involving severel hundred thousand dollars

get talked abou beforehand; and these naturelly skeptical people believe
their colleague; much sooner than they believe cither advertisements or

salesmen.
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3. Product

We will define as the product that which the custoner gets, or can

reasonably pert to get, when he decides to purchase a PDP-10 system.
For our purposes, we will break this product up into

a) contractual negotietions and delivery
b) central processor and memories

c) peripherals
d) software
e) service and support.

Part. a) is really an extension of the customer-DEC market place
encounter. As such, there should be, but is not, corporation solidariiy
of representation. In other words, what the salesmen peomise, the lavyeis
should write up the engineers should make, end management should deliver.

We repert: this is not, at present, the case.

Salesme: , when they can be found, are not really up on the product,
its technical prtormance, or availability fer delivery. This scems to

apply both to Stlesmen in the field, and people in Maynard who are willing
to discuss any of these items. The difficulties are of three kinds:

1) Jack of peop..e who are really technically qualified to talk to the kind
of customer dis :ussed as the market in the previous section - hard-nosed

knowledgeable, 'ecisive individualists;
2) confused Tin of command in DFC;

3) delivery (ant other) troubles with DEC's sub contractors.
We will return .o the first and second problen in the next section. 'The

third probler, : ub contrectors, is a fundamertal problem for the Corpora-
tion aud will b. discussed with c), peripherels.
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While difficulties in this part a) of the product wight normally
be considered to be just part of the hard life in computing, DEC should

appreciate how awkward a position this might create between a customer

and his source of money. If the source is a Federal agency, the customer

might find defending DEC's previous bead performance during bid-

ding discussions; or, unexpended Federal funds, due to delivery delays,

might prove embarrassing; or DEC finds that in performing badly for one

customer, it ha; crossed itself off that apgecy's list forever.
The fouidations of relationships with individual customers should

always be unflazginug personal courtesy; precision jin discussion and under-

standings; and :rust. It should be the ultinate in Corporation transgres-
sion to have to fall back on promises.

For par:b) of the product, DEC gets good marks for its own contil-

bution, bad for its sub contractors. The certral processor, in fact most

of the layout, 'riring, etc., of the PDP-10 is very good. There are dalivery
problems with m2mories, but presumably they will work out.

In part c), peripherals, DEC again is at the mercy of its subcon-

tractors. Whil the devices tend in general to be good, and meet specs,
in any individuil instance there are problems. 'This is true of the mag-

netic tapes, th + card readers, the discs. Net only does this middleman

position i11 befit DEC's independent stature, it may undermine its market

position, At a minimum, DEC needs a much better understanding of each

sub-contracted ttem; at a maximum, it should reconsider its resources and

its decision to rely on outside suppliers,
Either say, however, DEC should feel the same obligation to stand

behind any piec2 of cquipment it sells - whether DFC-tape or disc. It



does not do this now, but tends to wait for the supplier to solve the

problem, passing the particular customer on to them.

For iten L d) of the product, softwarc, DEC is very good. Tt tends

to get ahead of itself in delivering various nanua s, etc., but this is

a peceadillo when pleced next to its achievements.

There a-e two flays, however: delivery of documentation; and up-

dating, or inco-porating changes from the field. These are flaws particu-

larly irksome to the customer, and should be easy to remedy ~ given,

again, hnovledg-abl2 managenent mdividuals, seusttive to the customer,

with a charter ind desire to follow through.

For par: e) of the product, service end support, DEC gets pooe

marks, While 1 s faeld engioceis al] seem gcod, they are quite

in individual freedom with their customers. The service contract is mis-

leading (on ovt of hours service); and manpover is so limited that engi-

neer coverage 11 case of illness really doesi't exist. all troubics

lead to centralized Maynard, with the usual irustrations for ali conecrnad

One of the principle problems with tie PDP-10 service aspect of

the product, from the physics community poin of view, is the amount of

trouble the whcle system gives. DEC's reputition in its smaller (DEC-

made) computers was trouble free running. Tie PDP-10 is much larger, end

includes non-PFC-made components; it also ha more troubles, These may

not be cause ard cffect, but certainly secm .o bes It comes, therefore,

as some surprise that one camot expect ever' day to have a working PDP-10

Ont corsequence of this should be a ieavily stepred up car daign

€for pelting, tiaininr and eeping engineers. Another should be to try ta
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isolate and against the major trovbics. But most importantly, it
is necessary for DEC to adopt the attitude that it will certainly feel

responsible for its equipment and service under contract.
Most of the preblems with the DEC product PDP-10 are related to

DEC personnel ad performance, or to its supplier dependency. The former

wil} be taken up again in section 4. The latter is presumably discussed

in high Corporstion councils periodically, as it depends on fiscal base,
expansion plans, etc.

Besides improvement. in DEC performan::e, improvements in the

product involve two areas; integrated circuiiry to lower the price; and

further software support. Of the two, the f: .rst should be pushed hardest,
dee. the PDP-1(I should be brought cut as fart as possible. Making that

part of the preduct cheaper and more standardized may bring some relicf
in the periphe: als problem by loosening some resources.

Emphas: s ia software support should shift to individusl

support in add: tion to continued system support. While this is a risky
course of action (people might leave) it is -elatively cheap and can be a

very effective sales point. This is not the same es applicaticns program

ming - rather : t is recruiting, DEC prog to help custumers in their
own programninj,, Most physics groups, espec ally, large enough to have a

PpP-10 will include at least one man capable of generating their oOown appli-
cations work, What is really needed for DEC are knowledgeable, willing
and company clcared-for-action systems progr
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4, DEC Por L ormance

In the Jundamentals concerning the PPP-10, DFC has performed very
well, It has enticipated the market for medium computers and moderate

time sharing, and is essentially ready in design for the demand. It
starts with a good reputation for its own prcducts and service, and par-

ticularly for representatives who "try harde: ".

In spite of all this, DEC is in real denger of being ruined by

Success,

The sinplest way to dramatize the problems facing the Corporation
is to ask the 1eader to perform a sitrple excicise. Forget all you know

of the company, and place yourself, for a monent, in the position of an

average PDP-10 customer. Such a person is ar expert in his needs;

reasonably awaxe of what is possible in compiters; decisive and certain

(possibly wrong) in his judgements of what DFC can and should do for

hin. To whoin does he go to buy a PDP-10? Tle local salesman; district
matagcr; vice-president for sales? 'To a marketing representative w

esales

marketing manager; product line manager? Which of this army of managers

will help him with delivery; with service; with systems problems?

Whom can he reelly hold responsible for broken promises, misrepresentetion'
The fact of the matter is that at presence there are almost as many

DEC employees with the title vice president cr manager wno have to do

with the PDp-1C, as there are PDP~10 customers. It requires the cus-

tomer to supply a full-time-cquivalent of his own just te communicate with

this hydra-heaced organization.
If presse] for action, a typical one of these DEC 1anagement-level

individuals may reply) with sone asperity that the problem, request or
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complaint really being dealt with at length by the appropriate person

(rarely the sperker). 'The customer is lefi to ponder with sympathy

President Kennely's occassional wry conments on dealing with his own

State Departmen:,

At the monent, DEC's handling of its st bears a striking
resemblance to hat of Volkswagen of America: it is cavalier to the

point of discou ces And the unspoken (occessionally spoken) reason

is the same - tiere are plenty of other custcners for this best of all
possible produc:s. Presumably the reason this attitude is becoming

visible (if not prevalent) in the PDP-10 aree of DEC is élso paralleled
by VW - unit sales are what counts, not custcmer satisfaction.

While thi: is an understandable form of control, with a customer

list numbering only half a hundred of less, it is very dangerous. More-

over, there is intelligent competition from DS, IBM, even Hewlett-

Paclard. If, 31 fact, DEC recognizes the value of customer salitfa acm,

it chovld 19 ra for control of that commodity at the highest Icvel.
Besides re-orgalizing; and thoroughly relearring how totally uncaring a

customer is aboit DEC's internal machinations or problems; the customer

should be represented in the President's office, There might be a

special assistait to the President, an ombudsman type, court of last
appeal, what have you.

It would 92 very difficult to find a person for such a positicn;
but the challenzes would be great, and the accomplishments attractive.
Besides a sense of delicacy for the internal and external anomalics of

the job, such a person should have the ability to use (or not use) tact

2

as required. Bit wove all, he must be comp etely in the confidence of
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the customer ~ anderstand the problems, speak his language, be completely

dedicated to getting and keeping him on the air, know how to do it, and

the customer must know it.
At the sane time, of course, such an assistant to the President for

customer relations must enjoy the complete confidence of the President.

He must be a siznificant member of the important committees, like the

Operations Committee. While there are many facets to such a position, it
depends complet2ly on the President for its siccess; so that further

discussion here would be pointless. It can bz pursued elsewhere.

It might argued that all DEC employess, and particularly high

Management personnel, who have to do with PPP-10 (or other) line should

naturally be oriented towards customer satisfaction, The burden of this

section is that, as desirable as that may be, it simply is not so. And

further, as the pressure of increased sales grows, it will become Jess

so unless a separate step is taken by the chief executive officer Cc: the

Corporation.
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5. Miscellaneois

In this s2ction we collect some additicnal, disjointed, observations,

a) The general line of DEC advertising hes been very nice - particularly
the "Teddy Bear' campaign. However, it should be possible to naintain this

tone and still caise the level of appeal slightly (at least for its scien-

tist market). specifically, within this kin of format to push the four

main attributes of the PDP--10; low cost; higl powers; adaptability to

special purpose peripheral devices; and really nice software. One possible

approach is to iighlight comparisons, say with the standard 7094, for

execution of joos.
Another would be to highlight examples. 'There was some taik of a

brochure including uses by current customers. This might be mailed to

prospective customers, and excerpted in advertising campaigns.

b) Everyone recognizes the critical shortage of programmers and engincers.
It should be po3sible for a company like DEC to imaginatively combine

self-interest with public service in this regard. Why not give free

classes: withii Universities, and high schocls; in depressed areas; etc.

Of course it woild be a financia] drain, but not too large. Aud If cach

of, say, fifteer centers in this country, fixe abroad, returned each

year with one oc two brilliant engineers and programmers for DEC, what a

return! Not to mention the ether users turned out, and the publicity
benefit.

c) DEC might re-consider its policy of not renting or selling on time.

Particularly fcr Universities or small resea ch/educational groups, the

ability to spread purchase over three to five years would be valuable.
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d) In approachiiag potential customers like Physics or Astronomy Depart-

ments, or other sub-units within a (usually State) University, DEC will
find itself in che middle of a very delicate and complicated three-

cornered struggle. On the one hand, the grovp's computing suppert money

usually comes from Federal sources where computer usage charge policy is
not yet settled. On the other hand, there are exactly corresponding

unsettled questions within the University, where the magnitude of capital
investment needd for a computing center is cnly just being appreciated.
DEC has very li: tle to contribute in the locel solutions of these conflicts,
and it behooves their representative, to move very circumspectly in advanc-

Qo
or

ing the virtues of a PDP-10.
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6. Conelusions and Summary of Recomnendations2

Conclusions

There is a large and growing market for which the PDP-10 system is
well conceived and built. Besides the known scientific research custom-

ers, other individuel customers should be sought in government, business

and education, The future demand for PDF-10 will come increasingly from

schools, sub un.ts of firms and government, and overseas. To meet that

demand, not onl should the PDP-101 be pushec, but extra work is needed

on such periphe :als as smaller and more compect line printers, CRT sta--

tions, etc.

Very few, specifically applications pregrams, should be pursucd,

but a large effort should be made in supplyirg particular programmers to

help get instaliation going. This is particularly true of such customers

as exist in for2ign markets, non~research edication (e.g. public school

districts}, etc. 'The ennhasis here should be on achieving tatlor wade,

self supporting systems.

While the product is good, and the market strong, the sale and

delivery by DEC of the PbP-10 is Lad. The lines of authority are con-

fused and duplicated. Local field offices de not have sufficient man-

power, expertis2, freedom or central backing. Too many voices speak for

DEC, and they ry different things. The Cor,oration image is deteriore-

ting. Committment to external suppliers bas put the PDP-10 in an uncom

fortable delivery situation. Promises are being kept. In its preoc-

cupation with growing pains, BEC is losiig sight of the customer's

schedules and p-oblems,



Recommendations

1) An assistaut to the Presideit for cistomer relations; a court

of last appeal; an ombudsmen,

2) More :xnowledgeable, authorized people in the field, both sales

and service.

3) The ocganization chart should be re-worked. Sales and service,

marketing, prodict line, etc. are confused ani confusing. The interface

with the custom: r should be simple, comprehensive (and comprehen: ible)
and knowledgeabte.

4) Re-ortentation of service philosoph;, persommel and contracts.

the PbrP-10 : a not just a large PpP-& or -9, It has more problems, dif-
ferent It is not as reliable as th2 smailer systems, and

perhaps cannot ec.

@ 5) The Corporation should review jis policy of reliance on other

suppliers for p2ripheral devices. At a minimim, there should be closer

identification of DEC with the devices it supolies. After a cheaper,

integrated circait version of the PDP-10, the highest priority should be

given to smallec, cheaper, more rugged and reliable peripherals. This

should take prezedence over advances in core nemory.

6) The Corporatiom should ravicw its tine-sale policy, particularly
with an eye on the apparently smaller - user varket (e.g. high schools),

7) 'The advertising and sales campaign should give additional

weight to comoarisons of jobs done, ease of progranmis.s and debugging,

etc., as well a3 cost. Such campaigne, and tic whole Corporation approach

should reach out and convince the individual customer that his needs will
be considered aid helped best with the Digite1 Equipment Corporation's



information sciences and technology

AUERBACH
corporation
center profes-
sional building
280 washington

September 10, 1968 st., brighton
mass. 02135
617-787-1500
cable: auerinfo

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Enclosed you will find the literature you requested. The article on Mohawk
is quite old, and I'm sure the state of the art has improved.

The Boston Office of AUERBACH has progressed nicely this past year, and we
have done some interesting software work locally. If we can be of assistance
to you in any areas of software design and implementation please call me.

Very truly yours,
AUERBACH Corporation

Edwin F. Kerr
Manager - Program Development
Boston Office

Enc.

maf

philadelphia
washington

new york
boston

the hague



WHITE,WELD & Co.
125 HIGH STREET

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110

September 10, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H, Olsen
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Maynard
Arlington, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Mr. Harry S. Mann suggested that we drop you a note outlining
our services.

Enclosed is our annual report.

In addition to general brokerage facilities, we are very active
underwriters. Of interest to substantial investors are our block
trading facilities and private placement capabilities.

We feel our firm is well equipped to offer you some unusual
investment ideas.

Very truly yours,

WHITE, WELD & CO.

Frank C. Byrne, Jr.
3,

FCB/fsb

Enclosure
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PAINE,WEBBER, JACKSON & GURTIS
ESTABLISHED 1879

MEMBERS 24 FEDERAL STREET TELEPHONE
PRINCIPAL STOCK AND {617) 482-9600

COMMODITY EXCHANGES Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 02101 CABLE - PAINWEB. N. Y.

Lake A

nAb tt September 6, 1968

Gite SK
Digital Equipment
Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Olsen:

This is to inform you that we broadcast a daily five
minute program called Spotlight on Business on WHDH-AM at
6:35 p.m. sponsored by Flying Tiger.

In addition to international and national news coverage
we try to focus special attention on timely and significant
new developments in local companies.

Should you have important news items, please call us.If you plan to avail yourself of our services, please replyfor proper identification. In this way we hope to be of
particular service to you and the local economy.

Very truly yours,

Karyn
Howard W. Reynolds

Robert A mir

HWR-RAL/spa



K. H. OLSEN

@ 10/21/68

Please read and route

Pete Kaufmann

Stan Olsen

Nick zarese IN Vw NG
Win Hindle Mi
Ted Johnson

Harry Mann

Ne

Any interest?

Ken

p
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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4 emerson drive acton, massachusetts 01720 (617) 263/5383

3 September 1968

Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Attn: Kenneth H. Olsen, President
Dear Mr. Olsen:

Please take raa moment to consider the new consulting service described
in this brochure. It has some important differences:

1. Weare specialists in a comprehensive communications
engineering service, senior in all aspects. That is
and tried.)
hard to find. (I know because I've been in your position

2. We take pride in our ability to understand your problem
and help define it - you won't have to "pre-digest" it forus. Also, our output will be in the form you want,
understandable and ready for use.

3. STI was formed by people dedicated to the socially con-
structive potential of engineering. Our profits go to
independent R&D programs devoted to the applicationof technology to human needs.

4. Our work is guaranteed. Any portion of our effort which
proves defective in any way will not be billed. :

Let me suggest that you try us on a small assignment at no risk to you ~
if we do not make a valuable contribution there will be no charge. I will
call you within the next few days to see if you have any immediate needs.
Thank you for your consideration.

David S. Dayton KPresident
DSD: jls
enc.

:



-fI| 4 emerson drive acton, massachusetts 01720 (617) 263-3456

STI CONSULTING SERVICES

Systems engineering: communications
and related disciplines

Circuit design, breadboarding, and test

New product development

Supporting services in marketing, train
ing, writing, and management

STI consultants provide engineering and management
skills at a senior level, with the experience and com-
municative ability necessary to respond efficiently to
both analytical and innovative challenges.

synergistic technology



STI offers comprehensive system engineering services in communica-
tions and related disciplines (e.g., radar, sonar, navigation). The
emphasis is on practical applications of communications theory rather
than academic extensions of it. The staff has worked effectively in all
aspects of the field from broad conceptualization through design detail-
ing and test. This involves skills which are often applicable with equal
value to such activities as new product development, technical market-
ing support, training and writing. Some typical assignments are sug-
gested in the following outline

1. System design and analysis
Operational analysis and modeling, including computer

Simulation where appropriate
Requirements derivation, performance specification
Synthesis of system design alternatives, applying:

- modulation and coding theory and practices
- synchronization techniques
- propagation theory and data; antenna design
- analysis of interference characteristics, information

rates, and error probabilities
Trade-off analysis and selection of system approach
Definition of system elements, including:

- input/output considerations
- interfacing design and compatibility assurance
- compliance with applicable regulations

Development of system test plan and performance predictions

2. Circuit design and component selection, from simple elements
through sub-systems such as phase-locked loops, synchronous
detectors, and decision logic

3. New product development or product improvement
State of the art surveys; feasibility evaluation
Problem analysis and development of unique solutions
Design, breadboarding, and test
Patent prosecution (technical)

- 1 -



Design reviews for improved reliability, lower cost, better
performance, or smaller size

Evaluation of design suggestions or proposals

4. Technical marketing support
Proposal preparation and review
Meetings with customer technical representatives
Briefings and presentation aids
Product evaluation with respect to customer technical require-

ments and competing products
Prediction of future requirements

5. Technical training: in-plant or outside
Practical circuit design principles and techniques (for design

engineers)
Practical applications of communications theory (for system

engineers)
Modern electronics and communications theory (for managers)

6. Technical support services
Writing of reports, proposals, manuals
Problems in program management and staffing
Problems in equipment operation or repair

Synergistic Technology Incorporated was formed by a group of senior
engineering and management personnel who had worked together in the
electronics industry and on volunteer programs. The synergistic prin-
ciple is that the integration of skills from different backgrounds will be
more effective than the sum of individual contributions. STI's skills
are the abilities of experienced consultants brought together by common
interests and mutual respect. Their backgrounds include, in addition to
communications engineering, such peripheral disciplines as antenna
theory and practice, mechanical engineering, solid-state physics, micro-
wave component design, and data processing, to ensure a comprehensive,
synergistic attack.

STI's president, David Dayton, is responsible for assigning and coor-
dinating the consultants best suited to each project, as well as partici-
pating directly where his background is applicable. His is also the
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primary responsibility for those additional elements which allow the
consultants' capabilities to be effectively exploited:

- initial communications with the client, in his terms, to help
define the problem and STI's contribution to it

- read-out of conclusions, things learned, and other results of
the project, in the form(s) most useful to the client

- where appropriate, integration of STI and client personnel to
assure the most efficient interface

Another of the STI Directors, Eugene Sheftelman, is responsible for
circuit design, application of communications theory, and over-all
technical direction. His long experience in the electronics industry
brings to STI an outstanding capability in practical communications
engineering.

The backgrounds of Dayton and Sheftelman are summarized on the
following pages. Other consultants associated with STI are drawn
from universities and private practice; their qualifications are best
described on a project basis as assignments are made.

3



David S. Dayton, President

Mr. Dayton resigned in 1968 as vice president and technical
director of Technical Communications Corporation to devote full time
to STI. He had been a co-founder of TCC in 1962. From 1956 to 1962
he worked as an engineer, section head, and corporate staff consultant
at Raytheon's Bedford laboratories and Lexington headquarters. His
education includes a BSEE from WPI, MBA from Northwestern, and

graduate studies in communications theory. His publications, patent
applications, and professional activities have been primarily concen-
trated in communications system design. Mr. Dayton has also had
considerable experience in teaching, writing, and public speaking, and
has been president of many volunteer organizations.

His specific experience includes personal responsibility for ana-
lytical studies, system design, and hardware development in multiple-
access satellite communications, electronic warfare technique evalua-
tions, selection of optimum anti-interference modulation forms,
propagation analyses, inter-system compatibility studies, comparative
evaluation of spread-spectrum methods, digital signaling in analog
channels, inter-computer data transmission, and new developments in
anti-multipath signaling and precise ranging. Mr. Dayton was chosen
by the Navy as its industrial representative on the tri-service technical
subcommittee dealing with multiple access to tactical communication
satellites. He has published papers in, and reviewed publications for,
various IEEE and trade journals, in the field of signal design, correla-
tion, and detection. He holds one patent and has contributed to others
now pending, in the same field.
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Eugene H. Sheftelman, Technical Director

BSEE, New York University
MEE, Polytechnic Institute of BrooklynDoctoral-level courses, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Recent courses in communications theory, Northeastern University
1961-present: independent consulting engineer, Boston area

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

(14)

(15)
(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)

Development of new techniques for phase measurement; design
of several types of VLF receiver for the Omega hyperbolic
navigation system.
Improvement of the design of a microwave radiometer; general
performance analysis, analysis of propagation problems in the
near field of the antenna, analysis of interference susceptibility,
analysis of spillover radiation from a Cassegrain antenna, test
site design.
Design of a binary digital communication: system using linear-
"chirp' waveforms, including, among other tasks, the design of
phase-locked synchronization loops, phase-stable limiters and
matched filters.
Calculation of the output signal-noise ratio of a sampled polarity-
coincidence detector having pseudo-noise input signal and addi-
tive Gaussian noise.
Analysis of the effects of chaff on the detection capability of
radars which transmit burst waveforms.
Design of a miniature, battery-operated, solid-state electro-
cardiograph; design of a variable-rate exercise pacer using
analogue techniques.
Design of a speech scrambler and related unscrambler.
Study of tracking problems in long-range sonar; theoretical
analysis of multipath propagation effects in sound transmission;
conception and analysis of devices for compensating multipath
effects; logical design of tracking equipment.
Conception and analysis of a technique for predetection record-
ing of phase-coherent signals from a hard-landing interplanetary
probe; analysis and test of second-order effects in phase-
modulated digital communication systems: degradation due to
noise in the phase reference, degradation due to limiters with
memory and finite gain, degradation due to filters.
Design of solid-state circuits for a radar display.
Study of the feasibility of acoustic imaging techniques at great
depths.
Analysis of the errors in a sonar beacon navigation system.
Conception and analysis of a near-earth communication system
minimizing the effects of multipath propagation.
Design of solid-state transmission and reception circuits for
PSK and FSK systems.
Study of radar sensitivity to electronic countermeasures.
Analysis of electronic survey techniques for rating radio broad-
cast popularity.
Design of a simulator for testing space communication systems.
Design of several solid-state operational amplifiers, including
one with very high input impedance.
Design of an optimum estimator of the synch epoch in reception
of binary digital signals over a noisy channel.

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
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1954-1961: project engineering and engineering management,
Sanders Associates, National Company, and AVCO R&D

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Studies of (a) the performance of radar fuzing, (b) techniques
for electronic scanning of large antenna arrays, (c) perform-
ance of high-altitude radar platforms, (d) detection of a fluc-
tuating target by Pulse-Doppler radar, (e) the effect of limited
bandwidth in the amplifiers of a Pulse-Doppler radar.
Development and design of (a) a U.H.F. receiver for a guided
missile, (b)a 30mc. logarithmic i.f. amplifier having a logtransfer characteristic accurate within 0.5 db over an 85 db
range, (c) a two-stage magnetic amplifier, and (d) a new type
of summing matrix for forming multiple beams with a linear
antenna array.Establishment of parameters for the communications, tracking
and telemetry subsystems of several satellites and space
probes (SAMOS, APOLLO, PROSPECTOR).
Conception and rough design of a correlation-detection radio
altimeter.
Principal technical effort on proposals for (a) relatively secure
command link for missiles, (b) intruder alarm for perimeter
protection, (c) data processing system for antisubmarine war-
fare, (d) point-of-impact display for artillery spotting; pro-
vided original concepts on which last three were based.
Design of solid-state control loop for atomic time standard,
filters and comparison circuits for automatic missile checkout
device, instrumentation for a nuclear induction experiment.
Studies of (a) effects of distortion due to band-limiting on digital
communications, (b) error probabilities in digital communication
systems based on satellites, (c) time synchronization over long
distances.

1951-1954: project manager and research engineer,

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

W. L. Maxson Co. and Telechrome, Inc., New York

Equipment design for color television broadcasting.
Study of means of storing large quantities of information in
small volumes.
Supervision of the development of an airborne navigation radar.
Design of a new type of radar display possessing high dimen-
sional accuracy.
Design of the computing section of an aircraft flowmeter.

1940-1951: inspector and senior engineer, Signal Corps
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Development of an automatic track-while-scan device for search
radar.
Design of a precise radar simulator incorporating a new method
for deriving spherical from rectangular coordinates.
Conception and initial design of a unique air traffic display,since used in Martin Company's 'Missile-master".
Development of a beam-rider missile-guidance system.Assistance in the design of a special purpose digital computer.
Design of improvements upon existing Signal Corps display and
range-measuring devices.
Testing Signal Corps radio communication equipment.
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ASA ous Coe

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND GRAPH COMPANY

195 BROADWAY. NEW YOR. 10007

AREA Cope 212 300:

August 29, 1968

} er, Kenneth Olsen RECEIvED
j igital Equipment Corp. EP 3

Main Street 196g
} aynard, Massachusetts 01754 KENNET. A, OLSEN
j 203° Sirs

Today, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company applied to the
.C.C. for permission to file changes in its interstate tariffs which will
"ave significant impact on the connection arrangements for customer-provided

tinal equipment. A copy of the covering letter to the F.C.C. and its ate
achments are included for your information. The Associated Telephone
ompanies plan to file similar revisions with the appropriate state regulatory

: vencies.

Since these tariffs may involve your equipment or services you pro-
-ide to our mutual customers, we felt that you should be aware of them
ronptly. As you will note, we are aiming for an effective date for the re-

d tariffs of November 1, 1968. Customers will then have the choice of
ither providing their own modulating devices connecting through a data access
rrringement or of using DATA-PHONE data sets provided by the telephone company.

ts

he estimated rate for the data access arrangement which provides for manual
1 origination and answering will be about $2.00 per month. We are con-

.iduring additional units which will provide automated calling and answering
28 ureSe

The Engineering Department is presently compiling technical ine
ornation regarding the data access arrangement. This information will be

Technical Reference in the Bell System Data Communications Technical
j afvrence manual. It is expected to be available about mid October, 19684,
3 soon as they are available, we will make a normal distribution of copjag
9 holders of this manual.

If you have questions regarding our new filings, it is suggested
contact the following:



1. Rate and Marketing «uestions ~ call Frank Wiley on Area Code

2. Engineerir.;, anc ~ ical questions - call your normal contact
in the office Engineering Director ~ Data Communications
at the above 4

Very truly yours,

St @2 .

Marketing Director - Data Communications

Ue
Engineering Director - Data Communications

o: List of Marketing Department contacts
Holders of Bell System Data Communications
Technical Reference manual

tt.



K. J. HOLZER & Co.
60 EAST 42ND STREET
NEW YORE, N. Y. 10017

Trt, 212 - 682-8166
Yorr

RECEIVED
CABLES: EJHOLZER New

August 28, 1968 AUG 3 0 1968

KENNETH H. OLSENy
Nee, Kenneth Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olean:

Reference is made to our letter of July 22nd with which we submitted
to you a license proposal for a quenching logic and semi-conductor system
for Thyristor controlled squirrel-cage motor drives,
We would appreciate very mueh if you would let us know whether you are
interested in this project.
Should this not be the case, please return the literature to us.

Very truly yours,

E. J, HOLZER & co

nt

Ernest J. Holzer
sr



PEEVE (603) 878-2730

X ccog 1099

KENNETH H. OLSEN August 26, 1968

Digital Fquipment Corp.
Maynard,
Mass. 01754

Gentlemen:

Registration, Inc., is in the business of
registering and identifying people at industrial trade
shows. For some time now, we have felt that the computerwill be the key to unlocking the snarl that surrounds
registration at these events.

Enelosed Ls a synopsis of who we are, what we
do and what we consider our problems to be. As a computer
manufacturer, we would like to talk with you about how
you might help us solve our problems of handling large
numbers of people in short periods of time.

Please nave your representative call and make
an appointment at his earliest convenience.

Thank you.

Vent truly youre
>

Leonard V, Short, Jr.
President

LVS /emw
Enclosure



6200 NORTH CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS, TEXAS 75206 + 214-361-6604

ADVISORY COUNCIL

CHAIRMAN

Mr. M. A. Wright
Chairman of the Board
Humble oi and Refining Company
P.O. Be x 2180
Houstcn, Texas 77001

Mr, Henry Z. Carter
President
Avondale Shipyards, Inc.
P.O. Box 50280
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150

Mr. J. H. Clotworthy
President
Oceans General Inc.
615 S.W. Second Avenue
M ami, Florida 33130

faurice Ewing
Director
Lamont Geological Observatory

of Columbia University
Palisades, New York 10964

Mr. Cecil H. Green
Director
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 5474
Dallas, Texas 75222

Mr. R. C. McCurdy
President
Shell Oil Company
50 West 50th Street
New York, New York 10020

Mr. J. D. Moody
Senior Vice President
Mobil Oi Corporation
150 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017

Or. William A. Nierenberg
Director
Scripps lnstitution of Oceanography
University of California
La Jolla, California 92037

Mr. Booth B. Strange
President
Western Geophysical Company
8100 Westpark Drive
Houston, Texas 77042

August 22, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen,
Digital Equipment Corp.
Small Computer Products
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

President

Dear Mr. Olsen:

A number of the leading engineering and scientific societies
in the United States, with the coordination of the American Institute
of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers have joined
together to establish an annual Offshore Technology Conference.
The purpose of the Conference is to provide a major forum for the
exchange of knowledge on our offshore resources and environment.
The first Conference will be held May 19-21, 1969, in Houston.

I have accepted an invitation to serve as a member of the
Advisory Council for the Conference. We believe the Conference
will be of interest to you and to other persons in your Company.
I am enclosing a few copies of a booklet which explains the esta-
blishment of the Conference and plans for its operation. Please
distribute these to your associates as you deem appropriate.

We believe that the Offshore Technology Conference will pro-
vide a forum of international importance and scope and that it will
make a significant contribution to the development of our offshore
resources, We invite your interest and participation in the Con-
ference through the attendance of appropriate personnel and the
offering of papers for the technical programs for the Conference
in 1969 and future years.

Sincerely,

lone
Cecil H. een

CHGdfh
rr Gpe (Ge pep Ry.

AVAL Plies {odo 4 1
@ 0A a ' yeud 1 4
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HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
25 SHATTUCK STREET

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS O2115

@ REGENT 4-3300

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

August 20, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

It was disappointing to hear that Digital
Equipment Corporation is not able to act favor-
ably on Harvard's request for funds in support
of the Student Research Program. We do, of
course, understand that there are many claims
on your corporate giving, particularly in the
area of higher education.

I appreciate your willingness to offer
@ technical advice, and hope that there will be

an occasion in the future when we can get
together and discuss matters of mutual interest.

Sincerely yours,

Robert H. Ebert, M.D.
Dean

RHE : cs



LAW OFFICES RECEIVED
G

LEE BAILEY
BOSTON O2108 AUG 2 1 1968

ONE CENTER PLAZA

523-8625 KENNETH HH. OLSEN
523-4975

MARSHFIELO OFFICE
66 EARLDOR CIRCLE
PHONE 545-1005

CHARLES M. BURNIM BERNARD A. KANSKY
| . J. SCHREIBER (R. 1.)

August 19, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Olsen:
I am writing to invite you to a cocktail party to be held at these
offices on Thursday, September 12, 1968, from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Although this is to be a social affair, I am interested in apprais-
ing the reaction of businessmen to the feasibility of a new idea in
executive air transportation.
Due to the fact that in the last five years air traffic has markedly
outgrown the development of the facilities which must handle it, delays
on scheduled flights have ranged to an extent which often wreak havoc
on business meetings and transactions where key personnel are essen-
tial. Because the deficiencies cannot be made up overnight, it appears
reasonable to project that for the next few years travel restrictions
will continue to be a problem.
Our notion - which is very general at the moment, and must be honed
after learning the needs of businessmen in the Greater Boston area -

is the establishment of a pool of executive aircraft for the use of
industry. Comprised of multi-engine propeller and jet airplanes, we
think such a pool could render a real and valuable service to those
whose time always runs at a premium.
If you are able to come and give us your thinking on the matter,
please do. If you.contemplate no use for such a system, please
come anyway and say hello. If you would like to bring any of your
personnel, or send another in your place, we will be delighted.
I must ask the favor of your response, by note or telephone, so that
we may plan the refreshments and accomodations. I hope that we will
have the pleasure of meeting you on September 12th.

Very truly yours,

F, e Ba ley



DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES
AND LINGUISTICS

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

20E~225
August 12, 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen
President, Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Thanks for your letter and for the data sheets on incremental
tape recorders. I think perhaps what I shall do is talk to
some people in the Bio-medical library at UCLA who are involvedin library mechanization projects and get their reaction as
users. If they are encouraging it might be wath delving deeperinto the engineering problems.
I shall be leaving MIT this week to return to UCLA, and if
anything further should develop I will keep you informed. At
any rate I am grateful to you for taking time to think about
the idea and for your opinion.

Sincerely yours,

:

Kalon Kelley



Pleasant Baptist ChurchHill
155 HUMBOLDT AVENUE, AT WAUMBECK STREET

Mailing Address: 254 SEAVER STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02121

REV. SAMUEL H. BULLOCK TAYLOR WORNUM, Treasurer HAROLD C. HILL, Clerk
Pastor 44B Weaver Court 66 Crawiord Street

Parsonage: GA 7-9427 Roxbury, Mass. Roxbury, Mass..02121
Study: HI 5-4440 Phone: 427-6865 HI 5-2892

August 15, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Olsen:
The Pleasant Hill Baptist Church and pastor, for Wmm you have
shown genuine friendship for more than a cuarter of a century,will jointly celebrate their thirtieth anniversary during the
month of October 1969.
The total news media will bring you detailed information concerning
this "Grand Triumphant "hirtieth Anniversary, several weeks before
it convenes.
The oldest Baptist pastor, both in service and in age, in Boston
is Pleasant Hill's minister.
During the thirty years he hasserved here and other churches in
the Sommonwealth, he has twice found it necessary due to overwork,
to spend ten days getting a complete rest in the New Eng land
Baptist Hospital.
In addition to performing his regular duties as Pleasant Hill's
community pastor, Pastor Bullock will spend his remaining strength
and years thinking, writing, and speaking for the eternal cause of
love, humanity, peace and good will toward all mankind.

Whatever the Lord may lay upon your hearts to give again, for this
most worthy enterprise, will be deeply appreciated.

Kindly make your check payable to the Pleasant Hill Baptist Shur ch
and mail to the New England Merchants National Bank, 642 Beacon
Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Your contribution is tax deductible, and we will send you an
official receipt immediately.

Reverently yours,

SAMUEL H. BULLOCK
SHB.at 054

«



August 12, 1968

EP 3 we1953

KENNETH H. OLSENY Corp.4 Haulpment
lard, Mass.2

Siz:
Since the Sea is our mutual frontier, I am writing youi: she ope that ve can be of servizse to each other. TI am the

ipper of the THERESA R. II which is an 87 x 24 x 12.6
svcol vessel presently overatins es the newest stern trawler

of Sew Bedford, Mess.
S

The vessel, commissioned in January of this year, boasts
ail of the latest isodern conveniences. With vinyl plywood
RB vinyl floors; formica counters, cabinets andtive; cpacious aly accomuodations on the main deck and a
bros board central heating system; She is a work boat with a

t finish. She has a snower, nead and lavatory area; plenty
storage space; a specious deck working area and tne very

1 test in electronic equipment.
The THERESA R. II was built with survey, research and

ad iving im mind. Having a fuel capacity of 10,000 gallons,fresh water capacity of 4,300 gallons and a speed of about
affords her with a wide cruising range. In short,is small enough for the little tasks, yet big enough fortic Longer range more difficult projects.

Should you have the need for or desire more information
ccicerning the TIBBBRESA R. II, for some future endeavor, pleaseecntact me. I will be happy to supply any details and send
cxc photographs of the vessel should you desire them.

Sincerely,

rete
Capt. John 2. Rita
34 Stowell Street
New Bedford, Mass.

02740
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TWX-505-662-3511 7

(Contract W-7405-ENG-36)

DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLY AND PROPERTY
P.O. BOX 990
LoS ALAMOS
NEW MEXICO

87544

Mr. T. G. Johnson August 8, 1968
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Reference: IC8-3176
Dear Mr. Johnsons:

During your recent absence from Maynard, we found it necessary to
request immediate action from your Denver field office, relative to
the referenced file. Since no sales representative was in the office
at the time, we asked your Mrs. Jaffe to contact Maynard to secure
information which we urgently required. Mrs Jaffe carried out our
request in a most satisfactory manner. Upon Mr. Duncan's return to
that office we secured his full cooperation,
This office contacted your Mr. Ronald Wilson, relative to the matter,
and we should like to state that Mr. Wilson handled the matter in a
most efficient and satisfactory manner. In addition, we talked with
your Mr. McInnes and the matter was immediately resolved to the satis-
faction of this office.
Too frequently all of us are inclined to register only complaints. In
this case, we wish to thank Mr. Wilson and Mr. McInnes for their court-
eous cooperation. We also wish, at this time, to state that the per-
sonnel of the Albuquerque office, as well as the Denver office, have
always been most cooperative in carrying out any requests we have made.

Wa feel that you are most fortunate in having in your field offices,
personnel whose foremost interests are those of your company and its
customers.
I am sure that Mr. Wilson will give you the full details in this matter.
Thank you for your courtesies.

Very truly yours,

ec. Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
Mr, Ronald Wilson
Mr. Robert McInnes
Mr. Kenneth Larsen
Albuquerque Field Office

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY University of California <

LHC : dm Leland H. Clay

Denver Field Off ce
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139"fF O

August 1, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
Digital Equipment Company
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I have enclosed a draft of the interview you were so

generous in granting me in May. Please feel free to correct

any points I may have misinterpreted.

Thank you.

Yours truly,
0.

Edward A. Seykota

EAS : dj
cc: Dr. Morse



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION: STUDY IN INNOVATION

An interview with Mr. Kenneth,Olsen
President, Digital Equipment Corporation

Maynard, Massachusetts

by

Edward A. Seykota
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

May, 1968



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION: STUDY IN INNOVATION

The Digital Equipment Corporation is a very successful

manufacturer of computers and related equipment. Mr. Olsen, the

president, traces his success to two ideas. The first is his

relaxed attitude about his job as president. "I'll do the job

until someone else comes along. Too many people want to be

president too much to do the job." The second is his view of

change. "Everybody says they want to do things differently, but

they always go to established fields. Few people really want to

do it differently. I can see several untapped markets in the

computer business, but other firms would rather copy us and com-

pete with us instead of finding something new."

Mr. Olsen's attitude of doing the job without worrying about

the office was the focus of great changes at DEC in 19 Before

DEC was run like a club. The top management would get to-

gether and make decisions. Everyone generated ideas but nobody

made sure the job was done.

Then, in 1957, Mr. Olsen changed the operating procedure.

Top management still generated ideas -- but they were now required

to prepare budgets and plans and to expect monthly audits. This

gave the system a jolt, and several senior people resigned. The

final result: DEC soon doubled its size with the same number of

&
1937.

people.

1
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Mr. Olsen's attitude that change is hard to create does not

stop him; it makes him aware of some of the difficulties. 'The

idea in schools these days is that freedom leads to creativity.
don't agree. Creativity needs discipline and feedback, otherwise

you can go woods crazy."' Too much discipline, however, can also

be bad.

"The Ph.D is often too disciplined to do anything useful; he

is too used to plugging."' Mr. Olsen recalls that there were no

Ph.Ds in M.I.T.'s Whirlwind Laboratory, the birthplace of modern

computation. Another drawback to hiring the scholarly is that they

are often preoccupied with attaining recognition for their pet ideas

to the extent of failing to make a buck for the company. "We are

hiring less out of school and more from other companies."

Change doesn't have to be a totally new product. The DEC

PDP-8 ,which was originally the PDP-5,has been improved with every

model. Customers and salesmen frequently develop new ideas. Since

DEC is continually upgrading the PDP-8 to fit the customer's needs

(rather than designing a completely new system), DEC knows it has

the product the market wants.

"Change comes through constant probing." When Mr. Olsen

wanted the best possible cabinet for his PDP-8, he spent many days

in appliance stores closely examining every appliance. The charac-

teristic DEC lighted panel and tab keys were, in this manner,

discovered on a washing machine. Today the arrangement is widely

imitated within the computer industry.
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Change requires leadership,as well as vision, and leadership

involves people. "I know where I want to go with this company --

but I don't teli anybody. In the first place, I may not be right;
and in the second place, I want them to come up with the ideas

themselves."

Mr. Olsen doesn't believe innovation can be taught in schools

after the child is past the sixth or seventh grade. He believes

innovative youngsters have had something different in their family

backgrounds. From this, they have acquired an attitude wherein

nothing phases them. Mr. Olsen thinks that his young children

exhibit this "it can't phase me" attitude while reading aloud.

When they come across a word they don't recognize, they blunder through

it without becoming flustered.
On business trips, Mr. Olsen used to drop his fourteen-year old

son anywhere in Europe with instructions only where to be that evening.

Unphased, his son always showed up on time. His daughter decided to

learn sailing. She studied a book, requested to be taken out once,

and today sails like a dec(k) innovator.
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VICTOR GEORGE HERMAN
49 WEST 96th STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. ~ 10025

T/ 30/ 1968.

Mx. Kenneth H. Olsen, Pres.
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street:Maynard, Mass

Dear Sir :

Re: Gram Tension Gauges.

Please find attached our leaflet re our gram gauges; they are used to
measure pressure of relays, switches, contacts, spring mechanisms,
magnetic components, recorders, computers, telephone- and teletype
equipment, pressure of brushes of electric motors, signal devices, etc.

The gauges come in 11 measuring ranges from as low as 0.3 gr. to as high
as 2000 gr. They are in stock and immediate shipment can be made. The
small ranges up to 150 gr. with the exception of the 3 gr. range only
cost $13.00, each, net, FOB New York, which is the lowest price in the
country for gauges of this tupe. The small ranges up to 150 er. with the
exception of the 3 and 5 er. range can be supplied with FLAT feelkers and
are used to measure pressure of relays easily, by simply Lifting up the
blades.

Please find attached a technical data sheet which will show you thé many
striking advantages of the Carpo gauges over other gauges of this type.

I will even go further; after you have ordered the first 50 (fifty)
gauges every calendar year, I will reduce the price further to only $12.00,
each, net, FOB New York, with the exception of the 3 gr. range gauge.

Please show this letter to your Production manager and chief engineer and
thanks in advance.

Yours Wery truly,

Victor George Her n
Enel. 2

VGH: 1b%



GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Federal Supply Service
Washington, D.C. 20405

SERVICES

AuG 2 1968

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

In his report number B-115369, dated April 3, 1968, the Comptroller
General of the United States expressed concern over the Federal
Government's estimated annual expenditure of an amount in excess of
$50,000,000 for the maintenance of Automatic Data Processing Equipment.
This amount is in addition to the substantial sums spent for purchase
and lease of such equipment. Present dollar investments on the part
of the Government, together with projected increases have marked this
as an area that merits searching study and analysis. The Comptroller
General has requested that the General Services Administration make
such study and analysis.
Interest in this subject extends into other areas of the Government.
As a result, the Bureau of the Budget and the Subcommittee on Economy
in Government of the Joint Congressional Economic Committee as well
as the Comptroller General and the General Services Administration
are vitally interested in the results of the recently awarded Contract
No. GS-00S-67231 for:

"MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICE CONTRACT TO CONDUCT A SURVEY
RELATING TO MAINTENANCE OF ADP EQUIPMENT - TO IDENTIFY, ANALYZE,
AND EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE METHODS BY WHICH GSA MAY MOST
EFFICIENTLY AND ECONOMICALLY MEET ITS STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITY
TO PROVIDE FOR MAINTENANCE OF ADP EQUIPMENT WITHIN THE GOVERN-
MENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH CONTRACT GS-00S-67231."

This study contract has been awarded to The Boston Computer Group, Inc.,
15 School Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108, Telephone 617-227-8635,
whose principals are Dr. William L. Gordon, President; William S. Grinker,
Executive Vice President; and Adolf F. Monosson, Treasurer.

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
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@ We would appreciate whatever assistance you can render to The Boston
Computer Group, Inc. and the General Services Administration in its
study and your cooperation with the principals who will be in direct
contact with you.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

@

@

H. A. ABERSFEL
Commissioner



THE

GROup ,INC. Computer Consultants - Management Education - Computer Leasing

BOSTON
COMPUTER

15 SCHOOL STREETBOSTON«< MASSACHUSETTS O2108 }
Area Code 617 227-8635

July 24, 1968
Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President,
Digital Equipment Corporation,
146 Main Street,
Maynard, Massachusetts.

Dear Mr. Olsen:
The covering letter from the General Services Administration

has highlighted the growing dollar investment in ADPE and its
maintenance. You, as the President of a highly-successful supplierof such equipment and services perhaps know the facts and figures of
federal expenditures in this area as well as anyone in the Government
or industry, and consequently can appreciate the concern of the GSA,
GAO, Bureau of the Budget, and the Subcommittee on Economy in
Government of the Joint Congressional Economic Committee.

As recipients of Contract GS-00S-67231, you can also
@ appreciate the enormity of our task. We are asking your cooperationin helping us fulfil our contractual obligations to the GSA in

whatever way you feel the most progress can be made.

In fact, we look forward to receiving help from you in
the giving of some of your time, and setting up with us a working
liaison, so that we may benefit from your firsthand knowledge and
experience.

We desire, also, to have the chance to benefit from YOUR
personal insight into this enormous growth field, so that both of
us (collectively and singly) may as taxpayers, feel that we have
contributed to our Government by more than the mutually common
procedure of paying taxes, both corporate and personal.

We are looking forward to your cooperation in this mutual
undertaking. We recognize that your company is a large organization
and will appreciate anything that you can do to expedite our jointeffort.

Very truly yours,

7
William L. Gord6n

WLG/bmb President
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HOLZER & CORK. J.
60 EAST 42ND STREET

OABLES EJHOLZER New Yorn
Tru. 212 - 682-8166

Abn NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

July 22, 1968

Mr. Kanneth Olsen
President
Digital Equipmant Corporation
Maynard, Massachuaetta

Dear Mr, Olgen:

The following project might be of interest to you:

We have been authorized by a Garman client of ours to initiate negotiations
with an American company interasted in acquiring exclusive American manu-
facturing and sales rights under license for the Western Hemiaphere for a

quenching logic and semi-conductor system for Thyristor controlled squirrel-
cage motor drives.
The quenching logic is a semi-conductor element used for the quenching of
inductances. This is a new technique of semi-conductora combined with RC
elements which prevent the build-up of induced voltages, buring of coni:acts
and spark interference. The introduction of these elements acce the
decay of the magnetic field, shortens the switch-off time and provides a
safe spark-quenching with thyristors and transistors thus allowing high
frequency operation with practically unlimited service life. This newly
developed technique allows thea inductance to act ag a resistance.

The semi-conductor system for thyristor controlled aquirrel-cage motor drive:
controls running in both diractions and can be used with or without alec-
trical braking following the cycle of operation, Tha system can be opcrated
by regulators and/or logic control sllowing perfect contactless start 'nd
operation of motors. This newly developed system can ba used in connectiog
with positioning elements, atepping drives, conveyor drives, fixed aye
operations, feed drives and fixed angular movements.

We are sending you under separate cover a memorandum written by our Germay
client, ERA Elektronik-Regalautomatik GmbH & Co. KG. We also ara sending
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Digital Equipment Corporation July 22, 1963

you German literature which ia more extensive. Finally, we are sending you
both the U.S. and U.K. patent applications. In addition, a Canadian
patent application haa been filed which is similar to the British appli-
cation.
We would appreciate if you would study this material and let us know wh: ther
you are interested in exploring this license project further with us.

Should this not be the case, please return the literature to us.

We ara looking forward to hearing from you and are,

Very truly yours,

ops
R &E. co,

Ernest J. Holzer
EJH: sr
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PRINTINGIMPRESSIONS
The National Technical and News Publication for Printing cad Pubhshii

July 19, 1968

President
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.,
Maynard, Mass. 01754

Dear Sir:
Enclosed is a photocopy of material we are planning to print
about your company's products in the September issue of
Printing Impressions.
As a service to the trade, each month we publish an Equipment
and Supply Review, covering some category of machinery used
by printing firms. The September category is typographic
equipment. This will be subdivided into hot metal casters,
text phototypesetters, display phototypesetters, computers,
perforators, strike-on machines, etc.
The material on your company is based on matter we have
printed in earlier issues, in new product reports or in
priox Equipment and Supply Reviews. We have updated it
from your product brochures where possible.
Can you please look over the material, write in any essential
changes, and return it to us right away in the enclosed envelope?
If the material is all right, we'd like the assurance of an
okay from you, but in the absence of reply we will assume the
material is correct.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Very truly yours,

NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.Rw,
R. W. Tucker
Associate Editor Telephone 215-564-5170

ue

134 North Thirteenth Street / Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

RWT srw
PRINTING IMPRESSIONSBnel

Mah te en
How To Puss & PHINT PHOTGMECHANICA IT
PRINTING EQUIPMENT DEALERS CATALOGS
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EQUEPMENT CORP : Ps

ppe-8. Input: raw tape. Output, just t fied

display. Gption: with or without disk.

nay be used with many systems, hot and gold type;

several typesetting systens sold by other

Composition Systems and Mexgenthaler. Base

systems to $55,000.

d tape to 19 C0C ines/hr. text or classilLed ma erial, 10,000

companies,

'ycice, $29,950

hyphenated, formatted,

pemarks: flexible,
integral part of

t

nes :

ineluding
expanded>

coupon
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July 17, 1968

Kenneth H, Olsen, President
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts, 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Recently B-W Acceptance Corporation, wholly owned subsidiary
of Borg-Warner Corporation, determined that it would enter
into the commercial finance market. We would be most
interested in discussing with you both our installment and
equipment lease accommodations.

I am enclosing several of our brochures and rate charts
for your examination.

May we hear from you?

Sincerely,
BeW AGCEPTANCE CORPORATION

E. Hoff

DEH/bb

SUBSIDIARY OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
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Seience Conponation

July 12, 1968 245 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

Mr. K.H. Olsen, President 212 + 986-4410

Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Attached is a copy of a proposal for your participation in a multiclient ana-
lysis of: Technology in Education and Training. This proposal outlines our
study which will focus on the applicability of computer, electronics, in-
strumentation and related technologies to the increasing needs of educa-
tional markets. Although the growth potential of this broad field has been
widely recognized, the degree to which new technologies will be specially
applied to it still remains to be sufficiently well analyzed and forecast.

Your cost of participation in this study would range, depending on the num-
ber of participating clients, from a minimum of $6,000 to a maximum of

initiation and the balance on submission of the report. Travel expenses for
final individual presentation to you, as a client, will be billed, as incurred
with the invoice for final payment.

$9,000, payable 50% at the initiation of the study, 25% in 60 days after the

We have selected your company as a potential participant because we be-
lieve that the growing market for Technology in Education and Training is
pertinent to your corporate planning. We shall be glad to review with you
in detail your specific interests and requirements relating to this program.
One of our staff members will be in touch with you, shortly, to review your
considered participation in this program.

When you decide to participate in our program in accordance with the propo-
sal dated June 15, 1968, please sign and return to me the enclosed copy of
this letter. We look forward to your early decision to participate in this
program.

Sincerely yours, APPROVED: QUANTUM SCIENCE CORP,

QUKNTUM SCIENCE CORPORATION By:
Dat

APPROVED:
Mirek Stevenson
President By:

Date:

Enclosure: Technology in Education Proposal
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EDP Technology, Inc. 127 Smith Place Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 Telephone: (617) 868-155
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July 10, 1968
CAM007-8

Mr. Kenneth Olsen
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Olsen: :

On Tuesday, 9 July, Mr. Martorano of my staff met with
Mr. Larry Portner to introduce EDP Technology, Inc. On
the strength of their conversation, I would like to meet
with you and possibly your marketing staff to discuss the
subject of supporting Digital Equipment Corporation in
both customer system support and proprietary package
development.
EDP has established regional offices in Washington, D.C.,
New York, Boston and Los Angeles. An Atlanta facility is
scheduled to open this month under Dr. James L. Goddard
and this is to be followed in the near future by facil-ities in Houston, Pittsburg, Chicago, and San Francisco.
As you know, software houses continue to spring up like
mushrooms after a rainy day and many soon disappear
mostly due to insufficient capitalization. EDP Technologyis both financially and technologically responsible and
recognizes that its chief resource is its people, their
experience and their understanding of system concepts.
I believe the national scope of EDP Technology could be
of valuable assistance to Digital Equipment Corporation.I will plan to call you during the week of 15 July to
set up an appointment; it's been a long time since the
Whittemore Building and the MTC.

Very truly yours,

an Managerence
Boston Regional Office

LHL: cb
Enclosure - Brochure



and automationcomputers
The magazine of the design, applications, and implications of information processing systems.

815 WASHINGTON STREET
NEWTONVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 02160
617-332-5453

July 5, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Ken:

Thank you for your letter of June 28, and the two items you enclosed.
I have been much entertained and informed by "Good Managers Don't Make PolicyDecisions", Much of what Mr. Wrapp says ties right in with a project of mine whichI sometimes call "The Natural History of Mistakes and How to Avoid Them". I like
especially his quotation from Kenneth Boulding: "The very purpose of a hierarchy isto prevent information reaching into higher layers. It operates as an informationfilter, and there are little wastebaskets all along the way."
I do not understand the environment of the sheet entitled "Forward", which I suspectwas meant to be entitled "Foreword". The sheet is page 2 of 12, and I expect I need
some more of the other 11 pages (of DEC STD 009) to understand. Perhaps you couldsend them to me -- if they are not confidential.
Your encouraging of feedback from me will produce more!

Feedback Item 1. Right now (July 4, 5:30 pm) I am distinctly unhappy because my PDP-9

complaint as last Monday, and the servicing on Monday afternoon apparentlycomplete ly fix it. Question: What proportion of service calls are repeat

- I am also unhappy because I was told recently by DEC Field Servicethat "new computers in their guarantee period do not receive periodic maintenance",I think this is a silly rule, because if periodic maintenance once a month is good for
computers on service contract, it should be equally good for a new computer during itsfirst three months. And the particular trouble right now seems to me clearly relates to
marginal voltage because of its behavior. Question: Is this rule sensible?

wouldn't work properly last night July 3. The tapes were often but not always readingbadly -- same
did not
complaints?

Feedback Item 2

Feedback Item 3. It does seem to me to be a reflection on the quality of the PDP-9
computer (1) that it should have taken four days (from Tuesday April 30 to Friday May 3)to check out my computer after it was delivered on April 29 and (2) that we should havehad to have four service calls since then, although we have only totaled about 50 hours of
computer running time during the two months from May 3 to July 4. Question: What indexdo you use for measuring the operating quality of your computers in service at customers'locations?

Yours sincerely,

Edmund C, BerkeleyECB/ef Editor



The experience of:

sitting at a computer;

e having the entire machine at your command;

@ being able to look into any register you choose,
to see just what information is there;

@ experimenting first with simple programs, then
with more complicated programs;

having someone at your elbow to answer questions
when you are perplexed; and

being able to experiment with several different
programming languages

is, we believe, one of the most exciting, interesting,
and instructive experiences of the computer age.

This experience is, we think, part of the essen-
tial background of supervisory management. With such
experience, supervisors of data processing departments
and divisions are better able to:

@ make reality-based appraisals of computing and
dataprocessing;

e form sensible judgments that are relatively inde-
pendent of what the computer professionals in
their groups may tell them;

@ avoid commitment to unworkable proposals and
costly errors.

We have acquired a powerful, modern, small,
general-purpose computer. It is a Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP-9 with 8000 registers of core memory;

it can perform 500, 000 additions per second; etc. It is
especially suited for investigation, experiment, research,
and instruction.

Using this computer, and our experience since
1939 in many parts of the computer field, we have
started to teach:

Course C12:

COMPUTING, PROGRAMMING,
AND SYSTEMS FUNDAMENTALS

FOR SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT-
WITH 'HANDS-ON-THE-COMPUTER'

ORIENTATION AND EXPERIENCE

This course will be offered: July 17, 18, 19 (Wed.
thru Fri.) and September 11, 12, 13 (Wed. through Fri.),
and from time to time thereafter. Computer time for
course enrollees will be available Wed. thru Sun. The
fee is $190; the enrollment is limited to 15.

If you are interested,

PLEASE TURN OVER
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WHO SHOULD TAKE COURSE C12?
In a recent article in Computers and Automation,

Swen Larsen, Vice President, Computer Learning Corp. ,
said:

"In many companies, the top operating executive
~- the one who makes the key decisions -- came
into his position of responsibility before the com-
puter revolution. Of all the men in an organiza-
tion, he is probably the one in the greatest need
of knowledge of the computer. Two computer
experts describe the manager's plight in this
way:

'The executive is likely to be baffled, or con-
fused, or snowed. He has confidence in his
firm's EDP manager, but he doesn't under-
stand the jargon that he hears, nor does he
comprehend what can be effected from the
tools he controls, '"

Course C12 is directed squarely towards these people
and this problem.

After the lectures beginning each day, the course
will center around study groups of three or four persons
who will have access together to the computer for three
hours at a time; while one person runs his program, the
others will work out or correct their programs. The
instructor will be regularly available for guidance, and
computer time will be available to course enrollees for
five days (Wednesday through Sunday).

REGISTER ME FOR Course C12:

WHAT TOPICS ARE INCLUDED IN
COURSE C12?

@ Fundamentals of Computing, and Orientation in Com-~
puters and Programming, with "hands-on-the-
computer" experience in: how to compute; how to
program; how to edit a program; how to assemble a
program; how to debug a program

Some Powerful Concepts in Programming
Introduction to Programming Languages
Basic Principles of Systems in Computer Applications
Applications and Nonapplications of Computers
Some Natural History of Mistakes, and How to Avoid
Them

WHO IS THE INSTRUCTOR?
The instructor for this course is Edmund C. Berkeley,

editor and publisher of Computers and Automation since
1951, and president of Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., since
1954. He has been in the computer field since 1939, He
took part in building and operating the first automatic
computers, the Mark I and I, at Harvard University in
1944-45; he is now implementing the programming lang-
uage LISP for the DEC PDP-7 and PDP-9 computers.

Mr. Berkeley is: a founder of the Association for
Computing Machinery, and its secretary from 1947-53;
the author of eleven books on computers and related sub-
jects; a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries; and an invited
lecturer on computers in the United States, Canada,
England, Japan, the Soviet Union, and Australia.

He is a graduate of Harvard College, 1930, A.B.,
summa cum laude; his major was mathematics.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTING, PROGRAMMING, AND
SYSTEMS FOR SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT

duly 17-19 September 11-13

Name;

Title:

Firm:

Street:

City: State:

Additional Students:

Name:

Phone:

Zip:

Title:

Name:

Bill me (

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION CENTER
815 Washington St.
Newtonville, Mass. 02160
(617) 332-5453

) Bill my company

Title:

) Check enclosed

Mail to: computersand



M. K. M ELLOTT COMPANY Advisors in Financial Community Relations
(212) 344-3750BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. 10006

July 3, 1968

Mr. K. H. Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Wall Street has not escaped the marked impact of the surging changes
which are occurring in these times. It would not be unusual if some of
these changes were having a telling and perhaps an adverse affect on the
trading pattern in the shares of your company.

After more than 20 years of being responsible for the administrative
effort connected with handling communications to the financial community
for a diversified clientele -- and having sensed the coming adverse

financial community relations.
impact of a company's failure to communicate its corporate activities
to the Wall Street audience -- I have diverted my own firm's service in

My longtime, personal experience in communicating corporations to Wall
Street is now available on a spot basis. By this method I make the
necessary study of a client company and then develop the essential steps
in a tailored corporate communications program which, following limited
instruction on handling detail, can be carried out by that company's own
staff.
I invite your interest and inquiry concerning this new method of assisting
a company to be competitive in these times for the awareness, understand-
ing, and interest of the financial community. The fee is modest, and
under this arrangement all assignments are handled by me personally.
I will welcome your response by letter or telephone.

Sincerely,

Wn. K. VnasthexY
M. K. Mellott
President

PITTSBURGH OFFICE: KOPPERS BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15219 + (412)471-2041



e TALCOTT COMPUTER LEASING 2220 avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019 + (212) 956-4123
Division of James Talcott, Inc.

TRUMAN F. RICE
Senior Vice President

July 2, 1968

Mr. K. H, Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass,

Dear Mr. Olsen:

Talcott Computer Leasing is a new Division of one
of America's oldest companies, James Talcott, Inc. Over half
a billion dollars in assets and 114 years experience are behind
our new Computer Leasing Program,

To effectively serve the business community we

the computer industry to work with our established financial team
to assure the Talcott lessee the utmost in service, When your
data processing objectives have been defined, we will be able to
purchase from the manufacturer of your choice the equipment you
need with speed and dependability, We are particularly interested
in assisting you in the implementing of long range computer re-
quirements, With our data processing know-how we plan to be an
important part of the computer industry from now on,

have experienced, highly trained, and skilled professionals from

We are ready to meet with you, so please feel free
to write or telephone me collect at the above address.

Very truly yours,

Truman F, Rice
TFR/tlh



A Tart Le

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
OFFICIAL JOURNAL~ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE

4200 PINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 191046

BARING 2-8120

:

July 1, 1968

Mr. Kenneth H. Olfen
President
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754

t

You may be interested in a special project being planned for the next
Annual Session of the American College of Physicians in Chicago, April

. 20-25, 1969. We are sponsoring an advanced demonstration of the use of
computers in medicine. This is under the direction of G. Octo Barnett,
M.D., Massachusetts General Hospital.

Dear Mr. Olfen:

During this meeting we always have an exhibit of technical materials to
let book publishers, instrument manufacturers and pharmaceutical companies
show our members products which can help them in their practices, We
think this would be an excellent chance for your company to demonstrate
your products in the computer field.

:

:

The American College of Physicians is composed of a membership of almost
15,000 specialists in Internal Medicine and closely allied niedial fields.
In Boston in April, 1968 more than 5,000 physicians registered.
If you are interested in exhibiting at this meeting in Chicago, whichwill feature "computers in medicine", please tet. 'me know ond we wild
send you all detailed information necessary. :

Sincerely yours,w

Executive Director
ECR/amp

Edward C. Rosenow, Jr., M.




